COST EFFECTIVE PORTABLE

Alinco's new micro-memory handheld has Big Three features on easy terms

Icom's first multi-colour mobile on test

CROSS BAND DIGIPEATERS — THE WORLDWIDE RADIO RELAY

A NEW IDEA IN SWR METERS — with an experimental circuit
Bearsat's latest high technology scanner is now available in this country. It covers 10 mtrs, 6 mtrs, Airband, High Band, UHF and 950MHz.

The UBC 2000XLT is the handheld scanner with the latest features — 850-950MHz in 12.5KHz steps, 200 memories in 10 Banks.

Super LCD Backlight for discreet listening in the dark, detachable Nicad pack. C.W. charger £249.00 (£5.00 P&P).

RYCOM COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS LTD.

If you have any questions, please call us on 021-15447677. We are open Monday to Friday from 9am to 5.30pm, and Saturday from 9am to 12.30pm.
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Not Too Hot To Handle

Antex (Electronics) Ltd. have launched a pair of soldering irons with in-handle temperature control, suitable for industrial use, at prices which compete favourably with hobbyist irons.

The TCS 24 and TCS 240 make the most of surface mount technology and electronic proportional voltage control to give a lightweight temperature controlled design which does not need a temperature control station. The temperature can be adjusted to any point between 200°C and 450°C via a small screwdriver-operated variable pot in the handle. Antex specify that the irons maintain temperature to within 1% in use and within 2°C while idling.

Features include zero voltage switching, sensor open/shirt circuit failure protection and a leakage current of less than 5μA.

The mains voltage model TCS 240 costs less than £30 in the UK, and comes in 115V and 110V models for overseas use. The TCS 24 is designed to run from a 24V power supply. A new PSU with industry standard connections suitable for the TCS 24 and a wide range of other equipment has also been released. The PSU offers two anti static options, as well as versions stepping down from 115V and 110V.

Antex, successfully bought out by its management in September with venture capital backing, has published a new catalogue of soldering irons and equipment, with full technical specifications and a feature, 'How to choose the right soldering iron.'

Contact Antex at Mayflower House, Armada Way, Plymouth, Devon PL1 1JZ. Tel. (0752) 667377.

Battery Charger

September 1988

There were some errors in Figure 3 in the Automatic Battery Charger published in the September 1988 issue. Comparing the above diagram with Figure 3, please note that three extra links have been added, and one leg of the IC, shown as a connection pad in the original diagram, is now shown as a blank.

G4AVT also points out that the captions for figure 4 and 5 were swapped over. The unnamed component in Figure 5 (formerly figure 4) is a fuse.

HRT apologises for any confusion which may have arisen.

Put PEP in Your PM

John Fielden GW4NAH's popular radio circuits were available as constructed and tested boards through rallies and mail order for some years. The pep modules is now to produced and marketed by Technical Software.

The board will convert any power meter to read pep instead of average power. Technical have found that the board is easy to install and calibrate, and is easily switched out of circuit for average power readings.

A pep meter is a useful aid to the correct operation of SSB transmitters without overdriving the power amplifier with its resulting splatter and distortion.

The board is available with mounting kit and full instructions for installation, calibration and use for £12.04 all inclusive from Technical Software, Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF. Tel. (0286) 881886.
UK to implement CEPT in 1989

As was reported in these pages a few years ago, an announcement was made at the German “Ham Radio” (Friedrichshafen) convention in June 1985 of an historic agreement between a number of CEPT member countries to recognise each other's amateur radio licences for temporary visitors, subject to local regulations, much in the same way that driving licences are accepted. This has become known as the CEPT licence, or more properly the “Common Licence”.

This CEPT Recommendation (Nr. 7/R 61-01) is the first step towards a unified set of terms and conditions and was the result of much hard work by the Common Licence Group of Region 1 of the IARU under the leadership of Alfred Mueller, DL1FL.

The UK was one of the initial signatories to this agreement and the attitude of the UK Government to the idea has been described as very positive. However, unfortunately for UK amateurs visiting the mainland, the UK has up until now been unable to implement the agreement due to administrative problems. One particular issue for the authorities is that the UK legislative system does not allow foreign governments to grant or deny permission to do anything within the United Kingdom, therefore in order for a foreign document to be valid in the UK, Isle of Man or Channel Isles, specific legislation must allow this. This is done by something called a “statutory instrument” and getting this through Parliament has caused the delay. Country after country announced their joining of the scheme, but each time the question was asked about the UK, the answer was always “in about a year’s time”.

The requirement in order to be able to use the CEPT agreement is that the licensing authority should classify its licences into two categories, Class I and Class II which correspond to the UK Amateur Licence A and B respectively. Intermediate licences such as the Dutch and German DH and PB callsigns would be classified as Class II. Additionally the licence document should carry the following words “This radio amateur’s licence is in accordance with Class I (or II) of CEPT Recommendation T/R 61-01. Its validity is indefinite” in English, French and German.

The following countries have already implemented the recommendation: Austria, Switzerland, France, Monaco, Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, West Germany (incl. W. Berlin), Denmark (inc. Greenland and Faroes), Norway, Sweden, Spain. The most popular question asked at the RSGB stands at both the Hannover InterRadio and Friedrichshafen HamRadio exhibitions for the past two or three years has been “When is the UK going to implement the common Licensing agreement?”, to which up until now, there has been no satisfactory answer.

In fact, because of the delay of the UK authorities in putting into practice something which they has already agreed to, the German authorities were accommodating enough to unilaterally allow operation by UK amateurs providing a letter from the DTI was carried showing the CEPT classification of the licence. Thus UK amateurs do not need a reciprocal licence for Germany, provided they carry the DTI letter.

Two pieces of news were announced at this year's Friedrichshafen HamRadio exhibition. Firstly, that the Dutch authorities were also prepared to unilaterally allow operation in the Netherlands in the same way as the Germans allow operation in W. Germany “by amateurs from those countries which have in principle agreed to Recommendation T/R 61-01 but for administrative reasons have not yet implemented it”.

And secondly, that the DTI will implement the CEPT Recommendation on January 1st 1989, in connection with the issuing of the revised licence document (which will be in the form of small licence document, with the conditions and regulations issued as a separate booklet). The Common Licence will have arrived in Britain at last.

KW Back in Production

Now there's no way that anybody can not have heard of KW radio gear — for many of us it was with KW equipment that we took our first faltering steps on the HF bands and it was also KW which really brought SSB operation into the realm of possibility for early sidebanders with such landmarks as the KW2000. KW has of course still been going strong in the meantime by selling the Ten-Tec range of high-quality no-frills radios from the USA plus a wide selection of antenna equipment and accessories.

However, that is all about to change as KW has now started making the Century 22 20W multibander and the Argosy II 50W multi-mode multi-bander here in the good ol’ UK! Not content with that, KW has also re-designed their famous KW E-Z Match and now has a KW207 ATU in production.

HRT also got a smack on the wrist from Rowley Shears (KW's Managing Director) for saying that the Yaesu FT747 was the cheapest HF rig on the market at £659 — not so says Rowley — the Argosy II costs only £573.85 and its PSU retails at £105.80 as opposed to the Yaesu FP700 PSU which costs £195.50.

Well of course this is absolutely true — the KW Ten-tec Argosy is the cheapest multiband multimode rig on the market today, although to be fair to Yaesu their box of tricks does offer more in the way of memory facilities and power output.

So folks, if you want more details on the cheapest multimode to be available on the market, why don't you drop a line to KW and ask for a copy of their latest catalogue.

Contact: KW Communications, Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham, Kent ME4 5RT.

Congo Emergency October 1987

Our apologies also to M C Pavely, G3GWD, author of The Congo Emergency in the October 1988 issue, who writes to say:

'My initials are MC, and not E as stated. You also refer to 905 stations instead of 9Q5 — both errors must be very confusing for readers. Everything has been typewritten, so I find it difficult to see how these errors occurred.'

Sorry, G3GWD. Even the offices of the honest typewriter don't stop us from doing silly things sometimes.

Stop Press

To celebrate the 75th Anniversary of the Radio Society of Great Britain, two members of Radio Link — Derby Hospital Broadcasting will be operating the Special Event Station, GB7XRLD, from the outside broadcast caravan at the City Hospital, Derby on 2 metres on:

1 December, 7pm to 8.30pm
2 December, 7pm to 8.30pm
3 December, 8am to 5pm
4 December, 8am to 5pm

The aim of this special event station is to promote amateur radio, hospital radio, and help Amateurs collect points for the RSGB's GB75 Award. Each person contacted will receive a special QSL card.

For further information contact John Huddleston, Press Office, c/o 8 Wilmot Avenue, Chaddesden, Derby DE2 6PL.
Most readers will be aware that the amateur licence conditions are to be changed as of January 1st 1989. To reproduce the complete text of the licence would displace other material from the magazine, so here is a selection of the most interesting points:

First of all, the licence has been designed to comply with European (CEPT) standards, which will enable UK amateurs to operate in many European countries on their UK licences. This effect is reciprocal, and amateurs from said countries will be able to operate in the UK. The amateur's own callsign is used, along with the identifying letter for the country of operation. Thus, F9XYZ operating in England would use the callsign G/F9XYZ.

The DTI have taken account of the use of computers in several ways. Log keeping on disk or tape is permitted so long as the disk or tape is dedicated to that purpose. Automatic operation of the station, previously a grey area, is specifically covered. Unattended operation will also be permitted, on certain bands and with conditions as to how the authorities can shut the station down if necessary. Forwarding of messages (digi-packets) is also covered, though mailbox operation requires an extra permit, available from the RSGB. All this clarifies the situation as regards packet radio.

‘Training’ allowed

A separate licence will no longer be required for maritime mobile operation, and operation on a public transport vehicle is also allowed (subject to compliance with regulations of the transport authority).

The new amateur radio licence is due to come into force on January 1st, 1989. G3YZW takes some points.

Remote control of the station is also permitted by means of a low powered transmitter in most of the bands above 70MHz (but not 144 to 146MHz). The maximum permitted power is 10mW, and additionally no RF energy from the control system should be detectable “outside the curtilage of the premises in which the station is situated”. Digital control using higher power is also permitted.

In general, the licence provisions are clearer, and designed to permit more in the way of new, experimental techniques. It is designed to meet European standards for all band and vhf only licences, so that European operation of both classes of licencees is catered for. Raynet operation is less restricted as well, and the licence manifestly permits a wider range of activities which most amateurs would consider appropriate to amateur radio.

The only significant worry is the very last clause of the licence, clause aa. This states that “Amateur apparatus operating only in the frequency band 28MHz to 29.7MHz may not be imported, manufactured or assembled in the UK without specific authority. Requests for such authority should be addressed to the Department of Trade and Industry, Radio Investigation Service, Room 102, Waterloo Bridge House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UA. ‘Manufacture’ includes conversion.”

Wrong to fear?

This may dismay some amateurs who use converted CB transceivers and the like, but a DTI representative told me that it would be wrong for people to fear that they would find themselves operating illegally once the new licence is introduced. Perhaps this clause is to be reworded, or maybe special permits will be easily available to amateurs, though no specific information was available.

Contrary to the rumour that this clause has in some way been instigated by black box manufacturers fearing loss of business due to economical CB conversions, I believe that the clause is a “hammer to crack a nut” effort to clamp down on illegal CB operation. It may prove possible to tackle illegal CB without restricting legitimate amateur radio operation.

Don’t forget that the new licence provisions do not come into force until 1st January 1989. Copies of the new licence will be issued at the first renewal after that date, but copies will be available earlier if needed to permit operation in other European countries under CEPT regulations.
From the makers of the world renowned STAR MASTERKEY a new MORSE KEYBOARD.

Send perfect morse as easily as typing a letter. It has never been as easy to send morse.

Variable transmission. Speed 1-99 wpm or 100-200-300 -400 wpm for Meteor Scat operation.

For Full Details Send S.A.E. To:

Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands.
Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063/371228
Telex: 336712 SHELTN G. Ref: D2850

£199.95 INC VAT
P&P £5

Dewsbury Electronics

The Best Value Packet Radio TNC on the UK Market

- Compact size
- Nine front panel status indicators
- NetRom compatible
- Compatible with PK-87 Host Mode Control
- TTL/RS232 inputs and outputs
- 32K RAM buffer
- Full range of high quality driver software for IBM-PC, Commodore 64 and BBC Computers
- Built in personal mailbox
- Built in HF modem

Only £109.95 inc VAT
Post and Packing: £2.50

PK-88

The World Standard Multi-Mode Data Controller!

- Now with seven modes: AMTOR, Packet, RTTY, CW, ASCII, Facsimile and Navtex
- Superb send/receive facsimile software for IBM-PC and Commodore 64
- Unique SIAM signal acquisition and analysis capability
- Firmware upgrades available for earlier PK-232s
- Excellent Host Mode software support

Only £269.95 inc VAT
Post and Packing: £4.00

PK-232

Applications assistance always. Send large SAE for further product details. Visitors by appointment only.

Prices may vary according to prevailing exchange rates. Prices include VAT @ 15%
Dear HRT, The British radio amateur has no redress against interference, no matter how, or by whom, caused — not even from illegally operated radio apparatus — and certainly not from television receivers. Now that we are cursed with 24-hour TV in most areas, many amateurs must suffer the dreaded timebase racket for 24 hours of every day, every week, every month, every year.

Compare this situation with that in the United States. In my ARRL Radio Amateurs' Handbook, 1963 edition (note the date), page 573 deals with the question of interference from TV sets. I quote (the italics are mine):

"While measures to suppress radiation of this nature are required by FCC (Federal Communications Commission) in current receivers, many older receivers have had no such treatment... incidental radiation of this type from TV and broadcast receivers when of sufficient intensity to cause serious interference to other radio services (such as amateur) is covered by Part 15 of the FCC rules."

Dear HRT, I have decided to seek your help concerning a project that you have included in Ham Radio Today January 1987 by Phil Green called Morse to Centronics.

The project was built with great care, onto a PCB as advertised, all the subsequent corrections made to the circuit, but I was not able to get the project working.

I even got in touch with Mr Green, who with some reluctance had a look at the unit and returned it advising that it was now working. Unfortunately it doesn't.

Several of my radio friends have suggested that it could never have worked, otherwise its success in the commercial market would have been encouraged.

However I thought I would make a direct approach to you for your observations. Having spent around forty pounds I feel that you are my last resort.

When such interference is caused, the user of the receiver is obligated to take steps to eliminate it.

Again, note the date — a quarter of a century ago. Is it not time that the RSGB were seen at least to try to get their act together and make serious efforts to obtain similar legislation, instead of basking in the glory of having secured the 50mHz band? Who knows, they may even win themselves a few new members as a result. As things stand, I have the impression of a second rate society unable to head the pleas of a membership of second class citizens. Let nobody say "can't": the ARRL did, many years ago.

The £10 you will undoubtedly pay me for stirring up this particular hornets' nest will be placed on deposit in a building society account — by the time legislation is enacted, that £10 and its accrued interest will probably be sufficient for three years subscriptions to RSGB!

G6NPK

You must be a mind-reader! But I would be interested to hear what any American amateurs have to say about conditions now ongoing in the US: the grass is always greener on the other side of the pond. — HPA

H Bent, Selston, Nottingham.

PS. My printer is an Amstrad DMP-2000.

This is the only letter in the files relating problems with this project. It has not been possible to contact the author with the post in its present unreliable state, and it does sound as if he has done his bit. The project certainly worked here!

Microprocessor circuits present a particular problem in fault diagnosis unless you have very fancy test equipment, but there are some checks that you can make using just a DVM and an oscilloscope.

First of all, check that the supply voltage is correct. Then check that the processor is not held reset after power has been applied. If all is ok so far, check that the crystal oscillator is working, either by listening for the frequency on a receiver or by using an oscilloscope. (The oscilloscope is the better method because you can check for proper logic levels on IC2 pin 6.)

You don't say in your letter whether the printer displays the initial message "Morse to centronics converter". If not, then suspect the wiring of the centronics cable, or a printer compatibility problem. If the initial message is displayed, then test the unit using a key connected to the port A input and send good morse at about 12 wpm. If this works then the problem may be in the tone decoder, which you can test with an oscilloscope to make sure that the output switches in time with an input tone.

Finally, try to find someone local with experience of microprocessor projects. Some problems can be very obscure, and can be a serious challenge to make a new, working printer function with a properly working desktop computer. Perhaps testing the unit on another printer would yield some results. — G3YZW

We regret that Ham Radio Today cannot reply to queries individually. Every month we publish a section of the most interesting. We will endeavour to answer straightforward queries about the back issues index if readers enclose an SAE and much patience. It helps if letters and back issue enquiries arrive on separate sheets of paper, although the same envelope can be used.
No PC Board

Dear HRT, With reference to your April issue, where there is an article concerning a PSU/fuse saver, I would like to make that unit but, the PCB is a drawback. Can you help? Where can I obtain the board?
Mr. Gibson, GM1SYA

Sorry, we have no PCB service at present, though we may institute one in the future. If you cannot make your own brand, the unit could be built on Veroboard so long as suitable clearance is left around mains connections should be spaced two tracks apart, and that the intervening track should be peeled off. Track cuts should be doubled for extra safety. — G3YZW

Wet, Wet Wet?

Dear HRT, Please find enclosed £10 (Must have dropped out! — Ed) which you say I owe you for the honour of publishing my last letter (Not The Letter of The Month — July) in which I gave the readers a valuable tip for curing RFI in telephone memories.

Why are you so timid about publicising such useful information? Why do you have to cover yourselves by whining, "BT may not take too kindly to it..." Where is that fine cavalier CB spirit upon which our magazine was founded? If you don’t watch out you’ll be taken over by that cavalier spirit again!..." Come on, get your brave fingers on the keyboard and lets have some good and useful tips. I’ll suggest a few to really interest your readers:

- CB radio using VHF marine band
- Your cordless phone on 70cm and 2m
- Medium wave community broadcasting with the FT757 — and perhaps if readers of this magazine (and many others besides) put their efforts into rectifying what was wrong in society rather than indulging in nit-picking licence regulations then perhaps the people who actually had the luxury of contact with a wider world might be able to do something to rectify the real problems. Politics does not mean the actual party system itself which most people seems to be ignorant of; politics are, in fact, an attitude of life. I personally would much rather be associated with fighting, or at least speaking up for the rights of the people who have no voice in society.

I feel that people who have the ability, and qualifications to actually communicate with the rest of the world do not express and demonstrate their attitudes strongly enough, which may be why there is such a lack of real communication and response in the world as a whole. — K Berkeley-Henderson

Living in the Real World?

Dear HRT, It disgusts me that so much time, effort and lack of brainpower has gone into discussions such as the efficiency/viability of novice licences, and many other minor subjects. Surely with the power of present day media, newspapers, television, and dare I mention it, the power of radio, people must be aware of the much larger problems in life, such as starvation, poverty, and unemployment?

These exist in third wold countries but many also exist within our own country. Isn’t it somewhat ironic that people write rate, and often incomprehensible, letters about such a mediocore point as licencing problems and various other trivia when people, including children, are being starved, beaten or merely ignored within our society?

Maybe the people who actually had the luxury of contact with a wider world might be able to do something to rectify the real problems. Politics does not mean the actual party system itself which most people seem to be ignorant of; politics are, in fact, an attitude of life. I personally would much rather be associated with fighting, or at least speaking up for the rights of the people who have no voice in society.

I feel that people who have the ability, and qualifications to actually communicate with the rest of the world do not express and demonstrate their attitudes strongly enough, which may be why there is such a lack of real communication and response in the world as a whole. — K Berkeley-Henderson

True so far, but do you appreciate how fantastic Amateur radio is! Amateurs can speak to the world, so long as they are not offensive to others’ beliefs. Licensing conditions may look trivial, but they are (or should be) protecting the right of the Amateur to operate where people with louder voices, bigger drums or fiercer convictions won’t shout them down.

We already have repeater abuse and other kinds of irresponsibility. Combating these things is important. Amateurs should be proud of their service and take good care of it. In many times and places a radio service belonging to members of the public who are encouraged to be competent in radio technology would be seen as unthinkable, laughable, and totally subversive. — HPA
Features:
- AC power supply
- Automatic antenna tuner
- Multi function CRT display
- Twin passband tuning
- Dual-watch
- 99 memories

Advanced engineering from ICOM has produced the most sophisticated Amateur HF transceiver on the market today, whether DX'ing, contesting or simply enjoying top performance the IC-781 is a top of the line performer. A unique multi-functional CRT displays frequencies, modes, memory contents, operating notes, RIT, two menu and seventeen optional screens. The soft orange display also serves as a display for DATA modes such as RTTY, AMTOR and PACKET.

The PAN display continuously indicates all signal activities and pile-ups with your operating frequency in the centre. Selectable frequency spans of 50kHz, 100kHz and 200kHz. Vertical range indicates relative signal strength. Twin passband tuning with separate controls for second and third IF stages increases selectivity and narrows bandwidth, independently varies low and high frequency response or functions as a IF shift.

Icom (UK) Ltd.
Dept HRT, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. Tel: 0227 363859. 24 Hour.
The IC-781 has a dual-watch function which allows simultaneous receive of two frequencies in the same band. Balance controls adjust VFO A/B receive strength levels. This feature is especially useful on Dx-expeditions or contests to check band activity or to tune in your next contact. The newly developed ICOM DDS (Direct Signal Synthesizer) system is incorporated to provide a fast transceiver lock-up time. This is essential for data communication systems.

The IC-781 communication system includes a built-in 100% AC supply, high speed automatic antenna tuner, iambic keyer, semi-automatic, or full QSK CW break-in to 60 wpm, audio peaking filter, RF speech processor, multi-scanning plus much more. Look into the future of Amateur communications, ICOM products will be setting the pace others try to follow. For more information on the IC-781 contact your local authorised ICOM dealer or phone ICOM (UK) Ltd direct.
Our outward bound ear chases the shifting frequencies of distant stations

With the ever-increasing number of short wave broadcast stations on the air, it is getting more and more difficult for the casual listener to find a particular station. At one time, most broadcast stations adhered to the same time schedule year-in and year-out and changed frequencies four times a year, in accordance with the ITU plans. These are still published, four times a year, and list registrations made by the broadcast stations of frequencies, times of transmission, power, antenna gain and directivity, and target area. They only take into account the official broadcasting bands, however. Thus the official ITU IFRB (International Frequency Registration Board) plans for the 31 metre-band, for example, show registrations for frequencies between 9505 and 9770kHz only, and ignore all those stations operating outside the official limits of the band, which in fact extends from about 9350 to 10000kHz in practice.

All Change

These days many stations tend to change their schedules quite frequently — and not only their frequencies, but also the timing of their broadcasts. The trend started several years ago, when most European countries started adopting daylight saving time during the summer months (for many years Britain was one of the few countries that had summer time, now almost all countries have it). In an attempt to provide their listeners with their favourite programmes at the same time all year round, some stations started to broadcast their programmes an hour earlier with respect to GMT in the summer, so that for the casual listener they appeared to be at the same local time.

Other stations, however, kept to the old system of broadcasting programmes at the same GMT time all year round, no matter what the local time in the target area. Some stations, for example Radio Sweden, which include relays of domestic broadcasts, started to change the time of some of their programmes (those that were relays of home service programmes), but not others (programmes made specifically for an international audience). Radio Canada International broadcasts programmes to Africa at the same time all year round, those to Europe are one hour earlier during European summer time, while those to the USA are one hour earlier during American summer time (which is not the same period as European summer time)!

The result is total confusion and you really need to have a printed schedule from all the stations that you are interested in hearing in order to know when the broadcasts are, and what frequencies they are to be broadcast on.

As if that were not bad enough, there is now a trend to change frequencies far more often than the four times a year recommended by the ITU; Radio Moscow was one of the first to start this trend: they change frequencies six times annually — the four ITU IFRB plan periods, and also twice a year when Europe changes from summer time to winter time and vice versa. This is no problem if you want to listen to Radio Moscow — they have so many transmitters available that they can afford to leave several of them on the same frequency and change only a few, such as moving ones from the higher frequency bands (say 13 metres, 21MHz) to the lower frequency bands (41 or 49 metres, 7 or 6MHz) during the winter period. In this way, they are always broadcasting on several frequencies in the most suitable frequency bands at all times a year.

The problems occur when broadcasters with far fewer transmitters start moving them up or down in fre-
Whereas Radio Denmark and Radio Norway International make frequency adjustments almost every month. Frequency, sometimes very often. One of the worst 'offenders' in this respect is Radio Norway International, which now seems to make frequency changes at the beginning of every month! Even worse still is Radio Denmark, which has but one transmitter to its name (and that only 50kW). Instead of carefully choosing one or two frequencies and using them for long periods of time, Radio Denmark moves its one channel up and down the bands almost every month. With a steady stream of 500kW transmitters about, it is often very difficult indeed for the casual listener to find its solitary small voice. The theory is that they move to a clear frequency so that their low power signal can be heard, but of course, it never remains clear for very long and thus they have to move again. Unless you know where to listen, it is almost impossible to find them.

Another station that has recently made a rather odd frequency management decision is Radio RSA in Johannesburg. For many months, years even, they have been well received even during the evening period on the 15, 17 and 21MHz bands. It is generally well known that propagation is improving and that the higher-frequency bands are becoming more reliable, and yet Radio RSA recently moved their well-heard 15MHz frequency to the terribly overcrowded 41 metre-band for their 1800-1855 GMT English-language broadcast direct to the UK. It is now broadcast on 11915 and — with a power of 500kW — on 7245 kHz. However, despite the increase in power, reception has been much poorer on the lower frequency band. Radio RSA is another station that has in recent years started changing frequency rather too often for their own good, as now their listeners do not know where to look for them. No doubt by the time this appears in print they will have moved yet again, perhaps to a more audible channel!

Radio Free Africa?

While of the subject of South Africa, Radio Australia recently reported on an interesting-sounding project from Canada. There has been a proposal to set up a station called 'Radio Free Africa', which would be modelled on the American-financed Radio Free Europe station. The idea was that a short wave transmitter should be set up to broadcast material on behalf of the Commonwealth countries to South Africa. Programming would be targeted to both the black and white inhabitants of South Africa and would consist of uncensored news. The proposal was put forward by the Canadians at the Commonwealth foreign ministers conference, but there was no mention of how far advanced the idea was, or whether other Commonwealth countries would go along with the project. With all the propaganda stations that are on the air, I am surprised that such a station is not already transmitting, although Radio Moscow did recently start broadcasts in Afrikaans and as if to reciprocate, Radio RSA has broadcast a number of unscheduled commentaries in Russian at the end of their broadcasts to Europe and the Middle East.

New Transmitters

There have been reports of several new broadcast stations either in the planning stages or recently coming on the air. By far the largest project is a 50 million US dollar contract which has just been awarded to Marconi by the Voice of America. Marconi are to supply ten 500kW transmitters for the VOA relay station in Morocco, to replace the second world war vintage 35kW and 50kW units near Tangier. They
Hear the sounds of the gamelan orchestra...

...and the 'Song of the Coconut Islands' on Radio Republik Indonesia stations.

plan to have the new station operational by 1992. Closer to completion is a new transmitting station for the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan's Broadcasting Service. Several reports say that three 500kW short wave transmitters should be on the air by now, along with high power medium and long wave transmitters. This will be the first long wave station in the Middle East area, apart from a couple of transmitters in Turkey. Until now, Jordan's radio service has been a difficult one for the short wave listener to pick up, although they do have an English-language service relayed on short wave on 9560kHz at 1500-1730 GMT. This is part of a domestic service intended primarily for Western workers in Jordan, and it includes a lot of pop music as well as news and local announcements.

At least as difficult to hear, or rather up until recently, has been the Voice of Ethiopia. However, this station started a test transmission for listeners in Europe in the summer. It is broadcast in English at 1800-1900 GMT 7315kHz on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays and — according to announcements — on 9660kHz the rest of the week; however, I have only heard it on the 41 metre band frequency. This station has an interesting history in as much as during Emperor Haile Selassie's time there was an international broadcast station in Ethiopia called 'Radio Voice of the Gospel', ETLF. During the coup, the radio station was taken over and for a while it broadcast as the 'Voice of Revolutionary Ethiopia'. More recently the station has broadcast externally to neighbouring countries, but these test transmissions to Europe are the first broadcasts from Ethiopia that have been well heard here since the days of ETLF.

**Voice of Indonesia**

There have also been reports of another hard-to-hear station, the Voice of Indonesia, getting a new 250kW transmitter, which will be used for broadcasts to Europe and Africa. An item on 'Sweden Calling DXers' (which incidentally recently celebrated its 2000th edition!) said that the Voice of Indonesia was now broadcasting in English to Europe at 2000-2100 GMT on 7125kHz, as well as on their long-standing frequencies of 11790 and 15150kHz.
The 25 metre-band frequency is generally a couple of kHz off frequency, on 11788kHz. Other reports have the new transmitter operating variously on 7225, 7165 or 7160kHz, so it could be that it is still testing and hasn’t settled down on to a particular frequency yet.

Certainly when I looked for the station there was no trace of it whatsoever, though as we get into winter propagation on the lower frequency bands should improve somewhat. Far Eastern QRP

There are Indonesian stations, some of only a few watts power, broadcasting every few kHz in the 120 (2.4MHz) and 90 (3.2MHz) metre bands, but these are rarely heard in Europe. Generally speaking, the more powerful stations use the 60 metre band for both local, regional and national broadcasting and most of the ones heard here belong to the government-controlled RRI (Radio Republik Indonesia) network. These include RRI Medan on 4764kHz, RRI Ambon on 4835kHz, RRI Palembang on 4856kHz, RRI Jambi on 4927kHz, RRI Banda Aceh on 4955kHz and RRI Yogyakarta on 5046kHz. A 50kW ‘Nasional’ station operates from Jakarta on 4774kHz and this is also often audible during the winter months in Europe. The best time to listen is from about 1430 GMT onwards (earlier still in Scotland and in mid-winter) until sign-off time. This varies from station to station, but is generally 1500, 1600 or 1700 GMT. Most stations use a tune called the ‘Song of the Coconut Islands’ as their signature tune, which they play before news bulletins and also at sign-off. This makes identifying Indonesian stations quite easy, as once heard it is very distinctive, bringing to mind visions of swaying palm trees and blue surf crashing on to golden sands! If propagation conditions are really good, and some of the above stations are quite strong, you could take a look for RRI Denpasar, in Bali, on 3945kHz. This uses a power of about 10kW (maximum) and signs-off at around 1700, or just before.

Tropical Band Goodies

As you are tuning around the 60 metre band for Indonesian stations, you will no doubt hear other Far Eastern stations. There are many Chinese stations, national, regional and even local which come in well when conditions are good. Other countries you should be able to hear include Radio Nepal on 5005kHz, Radio Malaysia from Kuala Lumpur on 4845kHz and from Kota Kinabalu (Sabah, East Malaysia) on 4970kHz, and Radio Singapore on both 5052 and 5010kHz. This latter station broadcasts in English until sign-off at 1630. One thing that should perhaps be stressed is that not all these exotic stations will be audible every day. A lot depends on propagation conditions and a station that is strong one day may be completely inaudible the next. This is one of the factors that makes DXing such a fascinating hobby.
COMING SOON

The FT4700RH is the second Dual Band FM Mobile to come from the Yaesu stable. Combining high performance with excellent reliability and ease of operation. The transceiver can be operated either mobile or fixed base (with the optional FT700 PSU) and the power output of 50w on 2m and 40w on 70cms is enough for all but the most difficult situations.

Full duplex crossband operation is available with a whole new look and features. A trunk mounting kit, the YSK4700, is optional, enabling dashboard mounting of the front panel controller and remote mounting of the main unit.

The FT4700RH has a dual receive facility provided with independent squelch controls and mixing balance so you can listen for calls on one band while working the other.

All the latest scanning functions are included as well as 10 memories on each band.

FT4700RH

“Confused by the never ending stream of transceivers appearing on the market? If so the Yaesu FT747GX could well be a sight for sore eyes!”

P.W. Nov 88

FT747GX

* 160-10M HF Transceiver
* General coverage receiver
* All mode (FM optional)
* 0-100W output (25W AM Carr)
* CW narrow (500Hz) standard
* Large clear LCD display
* Ease of operation

“Well done Yaesu!” P.W.

FT736R

* Up to four band capability
* LSB/USB, CW & FM
* Memory storage of up to 230 frequencies
* Keypad frequency entry
* Fourteen VFO’s
* Global call channel
* Programmable channel steps
* Electronic keyer option
* Remote preamplifier switching
* TXCO high stability reference oscillator

Then the FT736R is for YOU!

**FT736R** R.R.P. **£1450**

**Free Finance — Buy Now — Save**

NEW DUAL-BANDER
from COMET & HOKUSHIN

SMC are proud to present one new mobile and three new base station antennas incorporating the very latest in aerial technology to give outstanding durability whilst maintaining excellent performance characteristics.

**CHAS**
HF Vertical
80-10m 5 band
C/W Radials
200W PEP
200W Max
£210.00
£49.95

**WX1**
VHF/UHF Base
144/432 MHz
8.5/9.9 dB Gain
200W Max
200W Max
£99.95
£89.95

**CA2X4 MAX**
VHF/UHF Base
144/432 MHz
8.5/9.9 dB Gain
200W Max
200W Max
£99.95
£89.95

**CA2X4 KG**
VHF/UHF Base
144/432 MHz
8.5/9.9 dB Gain
200W Max
200W Max
£99.95
£89.95

Also available the two best selling amateur antennas, the ubiquitous 76F 2m 76 wave £21.15 and the GP144W 2m base £42.00.

**MOBILE ANTENNAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20W</td>
<td>2m /1/4 wave</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>£13.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N</td>
<td>2m 1/4 wave side</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>£13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2E</td>
<td>2m 1/4 wave feed</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>£13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2V</td>
<td>2m 1/2 wave feed</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>£16.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88B</td>
<td>2m 1/2 wave half mount</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>£16.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>2m 3/4 wave</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>£24.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7068</td>
<td>10cm</td>
<td>3/4 G/F</td>
<td>£32.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316</td>
<td>10cm 3 x 1/2 side</td>
<td>£32.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASE ANTENNAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GP23</td>
<td>2m 3 x 1</td>
<td>£63.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP45</td>
<td>2m 3 x 2</td>
<td>£45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP45MV</td>
<td>2m 3 x 2.5</td>
<td>£53.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP35</td>
<td>2m 2.5Hdyry</td>
<td>£45.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP432</td>
<td>Toms 3 x 4</td>
<td>£47.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP700</td>
<td>10cm</td>
<td>£58.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70FS</td>
<td>10cm 3 x 4 G/F</td>
<td>£57.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7006</td>
<td>10cm 3 x 3 in bulk</td>
<td>£57.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DUAL BAND MOBILE ANTENNAS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>70N1M</td>
<td>2m/1/2 wave fold over</td>
<td>£34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>2m/2 wave fold over</td>
<td>£35.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7102X</td>
<td>2m/2 wave fold over</td>
<td>£37.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORSE KEYS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HK20</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£42.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK30</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£38.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK40</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£38.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK55</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£22.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK66</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£21.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK70</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK80</td>
<td>Straight Key</td>
<td>£66.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK97</td>
<td>Key Mounting</td>
<td>£81.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK101</td>
<td>Mechanical Log</td>
<td>£38.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK201</td>
<td>Single Lever Paddle</td>
<td>£30.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK202</td>
<td>Single Lever Paddle</td>
<td>£36.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK303</td>
<td>Squeeze Key</td>
<td>£34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK305</td>
<td>Squre Key</td>
<td>£32.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK306</td>
<td>Squre Key</td>
<td>£30.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK6002</td>
<td>Di Lute Brakk Key</td>
<td>£109.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK6003</td>
<td>Di Lute Brakk Key</td>
<td>£104.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HK6004</td>
<td>Di Lute Brakk Key</td>
<td>£109.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORSE EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XPB1</td>
<td>Square 23/30W</td>
<td>£19.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XN</td>
<td>Squire 23/30W</td>
<td>£54.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O70</td>
<td>Morse Tutor (Shiny)</td>
<td>£56.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M201</td>
<td>Morse Tutor (MD)</td>
<td>£129.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MICROWAVE MODULES — EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MB1001</td>
<td>RTTY to Video</td>
<td>£188.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB1005</td>
<td>Microtext Keyboard</td>
<td>£135.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DATA TERMINALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PK2022A</td>
<td>Multidate Data Terminal</td>
<td>£269.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MORSE ROTATORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B11</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£67.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANTENNA ROTATORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G310</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£76.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G100</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£81.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR01</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£141.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G109C</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£121.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZ1</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£219.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3010</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2000</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1010</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£419.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1020</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£141.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1030</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£141.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1040</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£219.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1050</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£279.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1040A</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£339.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1040A</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£339.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1040A</td>
<td>Bell type</td>
<td>£339.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREE FINANCE**

On many regular priced items, SMC offers free finance on most balances over £150.00 down and the balance over equal months of £30.00 down and the balance over a year. Details of eligible items available on request. You pay no more than the RRP price!
Alinco have in the past earned a solid reputation of bringing out amateur radio equipment offering the usual variety of features given by many of the big-name rigs but at a very economical price. Certainly the Alinco mobiles I have tested for HRT in the past have given very cost-effective performance, and it was with pleasure that I received their latest offering, the tiny DJ-100E portable, to put through its paces.

**Features**

For your £219 you get a 2m FM portable covering the band in 12.5kHz steps, the UK importers also offer an optional extended receive coverage to 140MHz — 170MHz for an extra cost of £10, for the more inquisitive amongst us. The set comes supplied with a 7.2V 500mAh nicad, using this voltage the transmitter gives a nominal 3W RF output on high power, with a switchable low power facility down to 250mW. Further optional battery packs are available, giving 9.6V and 12V with corresponding increases in the nominal output power to 4W and 6.5W respectively. A plug-in 2-pin mains charger is provided as standard, together with a compact helical aerial, belt clip, carrying strap, and a basic user instruction booklet. Further optional accessories include a 12V DC lead, a speaker microphone, and a protective carrying case.

**Operation**

Ten memory channels are provided, each of which may independently be used as separate digital VFOs. A row of small push buttons on the top panel are used in combination to control selection of the memory channels together with the operational frequency of each. In normal use, the Up and Down buttons step the operational frequency in 12.5kHz increments, when these are pressed while holding the Function button down the step size is increased to 100kHz for a faster shift. The Memo key steps through the ten memory channels, numbered 0 through to 9, again when used in conjunction with the Function button this increments the operational frequency in 1MHz steps letting you get from one part of the band to another quickly. A front panel Shift button, when used in combination with the Function button allows you to program a plus or minus 600kHz transmit offset in for repeater use, during normal use pressing this key gives you a listen on input facility for reverse-repeater checking.

A side-mounted PTT bar controls TX keying, a smaller bar just beneath this also keys the transmitter while generating a constant 1750Hz tone for repeater access whenever the 600kHz shift is in use. On the rear of the case a small slide switch is used to select either high and low transmitter power, this feature helping you conserve your battery life when in QSO with a nearby station.

Adjacent to the set-top BNC aerial connector are two further push buttons, one a latching type that defeats the set's internally pre-set squelch, the other coloured bright orange allowing quick selection of memory channel 0 as a call channel, a further press of this reverting to the previously selected memory. A large sliding bar on the front of the set locks all the frequency and channel change controls to save accidental QSYs. An LCD panel shows the memory number plus the operation frequency in 10MHz, 1MHz, 100MHz and 10kHz digits, a smaller marker indicating the further 2.5kHz, 5kHz, and 7.5kHz increments. A curved bargraph is used as an S-meter on
receive, and to give an indication of power output on transmit.

A standard BNC connector is used to mount the supplied helical, this also allowing external aerials to be connected if required, a 2.5mm 3-way jack socket is used for an optional speaker-microphone connector. The set when fitted with the supplied nicad measures 60mm (W) x 29mm (D) x 169mm (H), and weighs 250g.

In Use

I had seen photographs of the set; it was only when unpacking it that I actually found how small and light it really was. It did indeed very comfortably fit into the palm of my hand, and fitted into any of my pockets discreetly. The supplied battery is actually the same length as the radio, showing how tightly Alinco have managed to pack all the radio electronics in. My next surprise came when switching the set on; even with its short 10cm long helical the receiver managed to pull in distant repeaters very well indeed. I was impressed! The set did receive noticeably better when being held, due to the added ground plane effect from my hand.

It took me a while to get used to operating the extremely small buttons, but once mastered I could move around with relative ease. Due to the number of second functions used for frequency control, Alinco supply a small matching button command label to stick on the set as a memory jogger if required, this could be rather useful in some circumstances I feel. A battery economiser is used to extend the battery life when in receive mode in the absence of signals, this may be inhibited if required, for instance when you need a quick response time such as with packet radio use.

Going Portable

When walking around one of the local radio rallies, in close proximity to the operational talk-in station, I was pleased to find I could listen away merrily to the local repeater without problems from desensitisation. I was indeed rather pleased to find this level of performance for what is effect a low cost portable. Audio reports on my transmission varied from 'good, very readable' to 'sounds rather woolly', but on the whole the audio was generally not as clear as that from a mobile rig with its purpose-designed mic. This could certainly be put down to the small case size affecting the acoustics, likewise on receive the tiny internal speaker limited the amount of volume obtained without gross distortion. There was enough level for indoor or quiet outdoor use, but when walking at the side of a busy road I needed to carry the set up next to my ear to be able to understand anything at all.

For some markets where the 1750Hz tone facility is not required, the 1750Hz tone bar is used as an LCD backlight switch, unfortunately this backlight is disabled on UK models, meaning that QSYing at night gets rather difficult apart from the one-button call channel access. Oh dear, what an oversight! I'd be tempted to wire this in with the squelch defeat button, but then one can't have everything I suppose. I did also manage to find one funny in that after switching the set on, the first press of the TX PTT had no effect, only the second and subsequent presses give transmission, this I quickly got used to though.

The batteries lasted far longer than I would have expected, I found I could use the set all day with long periods of transmission without the nicad needing a recharge. Due to the set's light weight and tiny proportions, I found myself instinctively popping it into my pocket when going out. Even earlier today when walking in an unfamiliar area searching for a particular shop I found it very handy, a quick call on 2m bringing several responses, a clear demonstration! I also found myself carrying the set around the house with me, earwiggling on activity from my two semi-local (45km distant) repeaters which the set received with ease, again
being affected little from my 2m packet station automatically transmitting 25W bursts of carrier from time to time.

At home when the charger was plugged in, the battery voltage was unfortunately automatically disconnected from the set, meaning it couldn’t be used to monitor while on charge. One can plug a 12V source into the battery if required when it isn’t being charged, a DC-DC converter being fitted integral to the battery case for this purpose.

Laboratory Tests
The measured receiver sensitivity confirmed the set should indeed be good at pulling in weak signals, but possibly more surprising in view of this was the very good strong signal handling capability. Manufacturers often have to trade one against the other in this respect, rather than have the best of both worlds. The adjacent channel rejection of 12.5kHz spaced signals was very good for a small portable, the 25kHz rejection quite reasonable. The small amount of current drawn confirms the set should be capable of long periods of operation, if you’re thinking of getting another battery as a spare I’d be quite tempted to opt for the smaller one to lighten the set further. On transmit the power achieved for the amount of current drawn showed a reasonable overall efficiency, the deviation was however a little on the low side which could explain one or two of the on-air reports received. In all, quite a reasonable performance, especially so in view of the set’s small size and economic cost.

Opening the set up shows a very compact assembly consisting of several printed circuit boards and a multitude of sub-miniature components. Not surprisingly there are no servicing or adjustment information provided in the instruction manual, I would therefore advise you make sure of the service backup facilities available from the dealer when buying one!

Conclusions
The DJ-100E is a lovely little transceiver, with a very impressive technical performance. It may not have enough receiver audio output to suit all conditions without resorting to an earphone, a result of its small size and light weight. It also lacks an LCD backlight. However, for many amateurs it could prove ideal; I certainly found it very compact and very easy to carry around with me, in fact almost instinctively so. If you’re a scanner enthusiast, the optional extended receive coverage may also prove interesting, pity there’s no scan facility though!

My thanks go to Waters and Stanton Electronics for the loan of the review equipment.
ALINCO 2M FM PLUS MUCH MORE

£219

NO EXTRAS REQUIRED!

ALSO STOCKED BY MOST UK DEALERS

SEE REVIEW IN THIS MAGAZINE

ALINCO

MUCH MORE

MICRO SIZE:
168 x 60 x 30mm
Weight: 250g.

FEATURES:
* 144 - 146MHz
* 3 Watts output
* 13mA Battery saver
* 10 Memories + Call
* Reverse Repeater

SUPPLIED:
Helical
500mAH pack
AC Charger
Hand strap & Belt clip
12V DC charge socket

Get a wideband scanner for £10 extra!
For an extra ten pounds we will extend the receive coverage of the DJ-100E to cover 136 -170 MHz to full factory specification. Ideal for marine enthusiasts etc.

DJ100E

ALINCO

ALMA=

FEATURES:
* 144-146MHz Helical
* 3 Watts output
* 500mAH pack
* 13mA Battery saver
* AC Charger
* 10 Memories + Call
* Hand strap & Belt clip
* Reverse Repeater

ALMA=

GET A WIDEBAND SCANNER FOR £10 EXTRA!

FOR AN EXTRA TEN POUNDS WE WILL EXTEND THE RECEIVE COVERAGE OF THE DJ-100E TO COVER 136-170 MHz TO FULL FACTORY SPECIFICATION. IDEAL FOR MARINE ENTHUSIASTS ETC.

ALSO STOCKED SEE REVIEW IN THIS MAGAZINE

BY MOST UK DEALERS

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
FREE DELIVERY
VISA & ACCESS WELCOME

WATERS & STANTON

18-20 Main Road, Hockley. Essex SS5 4QS EC Wed.
12 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 IQQ EC Wed.
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please mention HRT when replying to advertisements
TX-3 RTTY/CW/ASCII TRANSCEIVE

The high performance, low cost system

Split-screen, type-ahead operation, receive screen unwrap, 24 large memories, clock, review store, callsign capture, RTTY auto CR/LF, CW software filtering and much more. Needs interface or TU. BBC-B/Master and CBM64 tape £20, disc £22. Spectrum tape £35, +3 disc £37 inc. adaptor board (needs interface/TU also).

For VIC we have our RTTY/CW transceive program. Tape £20.

RX-4 RTTY/CW/SSTV/AMTOR RECEIVE

This is still a best-selling program and it's easy to see why. Superb performance on 4 modes, switch modes at a keypress to catch all the action. Text and picture store with dump to screen, printer or tape/disc. An essential piece of software for trowing the bands. Needs interface. BBC-B/Master, CBM64 tape £25, disc £27. VIC20 tape £25. SPECTRUM tape £40, +3 disc £42 inc. adaptor board (needs interface also). The SPECTRUM software-only version (input to EAR socket) is still available £25, +3 disc £27.

TIF1 INTERFACE

Perfect for TX-3 and RX-4, it has 2-stage RTTY and CW filters and computer noise reduction for excellent reception. Transmit outputs for MIC, PTT and KEY. Kit £20 (assembled PCB + Cables, Connectors) or ready-made £40, boxed with all connections. Extra MIC leads for extra rigs £3 each. State rig(s). Interface only available with TX-3 of R4-4 software. £989.00

WORLD AND UK/EUROPE LOCATOR Maps, great circles, distances, bearings, contest scores. Lat/Long, locators. NGR, hundreds of placenames. BBC-B/MASTER, ELECTRON ONLY tape £10. SPECTRUM, CBM64, VIC20 tape £7

LOCATOR

Distances, bearings, contest scores. Lat/Long, Locators. SPECTRUM, CBM64, VIC20, tape £7.

And for the BBC-B/Master, SPECTRUM, ELECTRON, CBM64, VIC20.

MORSE TUTOR


LOGBOOK

Date, band, mode, call and remarks. Instant callsearch. Log printout. Tape £8.

RAE MATHS

Unlimited practice and testing for the exam calculations. Tape £9.

All BBC and CBM64 programs are available on DISC at £2 extra.

NEW!! PEP BOARD

Converts any RF power meter to read pep. Assembled and tested pcb + mounting kit and instructions £12.

Prices include VAT and P&P, 1st Class inland, airmail overseas, normally by return. Eire, C.I., BFPO deduct 13%

technical software (HRT)

Fron, Upper Llandwrog, Caernarfon LL54 7RF.

Tel: 0286 881886
Packet Radio

Because Packet Radio is purely digital, it offers the possibility of multiple hop-by-hop connections over a long distance, without any degradation in quality whatsoever giving 100% error-free communication.

This month I will briefly show how Digipeaters and Nodes operate, but more importantly how to use the rapidly evolving packet "network" to its full advantage when using intermediate relay stations.

Digipeaters

In part one I showed how to use an intermediate station as a 'Digipeater', to relay your packets automatically onto the next station in line. Every station's TNC has the capability of being used as an automatic digipeater, and the AX.25 protocol that we use on packet allows for up to eight intermediate digipeater stations to be used.

For example if I wish to CONNECT to G1ABC, but cannot do so directly, I can use an intermediate station, G1XYZ, as a digipeater, by typing the command:

CONNECT G1ABC VIA G1XYZ

Alternatively, if G1XYZ is also out of range, I can extend the link by using a nearer station as an extra digipeater in the 'chain', eg.

CONNECT G1ABC VIA G4DEF,G1XYZ

where I enter the callsigns of each intended digipeater, separated by a comma, in the required order of path "hop". Upon a satisfactory connection, my TNC displays:

★★★CONNECT TO G1XYZ VIA G4DEF

Acknowledgments

To enable error-free transfer, an error 'frame check' operation is carried out at the final destination station, with a resultant 'Acknowledgment' or 'Frame Reject' packet being sent back, the latter automatically initiating a re-transmission request to the originating station. Note that it is only the destination station that carries out this error check, intermediate digipeaters re-transmit packets with no error checking being carried out along the 'chain'. Fig.1 shows how this operates. On a clear band, with no other stations in QSO, all is well, it just takes a little longer to get your message through.

However on a crowded band, the more 'hops' that take place along the path, the greater are the chances for a packet 'collision' to take place with other transmissions. Although in theory you may use eight digipeaters 'en-route', the chances of your message getting through using more than two or three digipeaters becomes progressively worse to the point of being hopeless! It is for this reason that many mailboxes give only limited access, if any at all, to signals received over a large number of digipeater 'hops' to prevent undue channel congestion.

The Real World

On a dedicated channel, digipeaters can be very useful. In an emergency situation a single handheld radio coupled to a battery-operated TNC in a well-sited location, will provide fast error-free communica-
tion between all stations involved. If however you listen to 145.650MHz in an area of high population, you'll see how crowded it can become; using an intermediate digipeater is still of course far more useful than no communication at all.

The chances of 'collisions' increase somewhat, but a single digipeat hop may often cause only a tolerable slowing-down of message transfer. There are of course rapidly changing improvements in the world of packet, the most important of which are Nodes.

**Nodes Vs. Digipeaters**

A Node differs from a digipeater in that it provides local error checking before relaying your packets on to the next station in line. Because of this, any errors introduced due to 'collisions' are instantly recognised, and a 'local' request for re-transmission is automatically given. Fig.2 shows the general arrangement, whereby a 'collision' along the line causes a request for re-transmission only from the preceding Node and not from the entire 'chain'. The throughput of information can be substantially increased and the overall spectrum congestion is reduced.

There are several types of Nodes, by far the most common in the UK being those using the built-in EPROM-based software found in Kantronics TNCs, these being called 'KA-Nodes'. They reside in the 'background' of the TNCs, in a similar manner to the TNC digipeater function, and may be similarly switched on or off by the station user as required. A further type (potentially more powerful due to its 'linking' capabilities) is the Network Node. These are designed primarily for unattended use to provide a dedicated service, ie not as an end-user TNC and mainly installed by repeater groups.

**KA-Nodes**

These are resident in Version 2.82 onwards of the EPROM software built into Kantronics TNCs. In the UK, an SSID (Secondary Station Identifier) of -8 is normally used for these by the users, hence identifying and separating them from the station's main operator callsign, G1ABC-8 for example identifies G1ABC's KA-Node. Most are single-band nodes, ie units giving connections on the same frequency while others offer simultaneous twin-band capability as well as a cross-band connect facility, for example linking 2m with 70cm or even the HF bands.

An example of a stations heard request (UHEARD LONG <CR>) or simply 'J L <CR>') gives a listing of the last sixteen stations besides yourself received, a typical response being shown in Table 2.

Here the received callsign plus any SSID is given, followed by a 'N' or '/H' indicating reception on the 1200 baud VHF port or the 300 baud HF port respectively, alternatively a '/1' or '/2' indicates reception on 'Port 1' or 'Port 2' of the remote TNC. Note that your callsign is always the final one indicated, showing you which port you are using in case of any difficulty identifying Ports 1 and 2. A '*' shows that a digipeater route was involved, a further '*' preceding the actual callsign of the relayed pat. A '>' followed by the call of station...
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G0DWQ-8/V</td>
<td>G8ADH-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:36:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4AJJ-15/V</td>
<td>G0GDR-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:36:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4WRW/V</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:37:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA G4GHT</td>
<td>G0GDR-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:38:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G0DDF-2/V</td>
<td>G3MTP-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:38:42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4GWR-2/V</td>
<td>G3LLO</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA G4GHT</td>
<td>G0GDR-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Date/Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GHT2 (G4GHT)</td>
<td>G4HCL</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA G3WCS</td>
<td>G4HCL</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3STG-8 (G3STG)</td>
<td>G4HCL</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA LRG2</td>
<td>EA4PE</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G0DDI-8 (G0DDI)</td>
<td>GB7EA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA G6ZAA-8</td>
<td>ID</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF2 (G8POT-2)</td>
<td>F5LLO</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRG2 (G0GDR-2)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8AYC-8 (G8AYC)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA TA2, MK2, DV2</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4RON-8 (G4RON)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4DIW-8 (G4DIW)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8NBR-8 (G8NBR)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK7AT-4/X (DK7AT)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA4DXY-5/X (EA4DXY)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV2 (G4FGRG)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3TA-8 (GB3TA)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK2 (G4GIM-2)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4GWR-8 (G4GWRW)</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIA GB3TA</td>
<td>GB3RA-2</td>
<td>06-08-88 10:39:44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The callsign of the Node is given first, followed by the main station callsign, a '*' again indicating that it was received over a digipeated route rather than direct, the relevant digipeat path also being indicated with a further '*' preceding the actual received path. A '/' following the Node indicates the Node was received via the cross-band 'XCONNECT' facility if present. The date and time of reception of each Node then follows. You may of course CONNECT or XCONNECT onto the next Node or Station as required, the KA-Node giving you a '### LINK MADE' indicating successful connection, or '### RETIRED OUT' followed by a further command menu and prompt if no response was achieved.

When you connect on to the next station in line, your SSID is automatically reduced by one digit. In normal cases, you will 'emerge' from the node with an SSID of -15, this representing zero (no SSID) minus one. If you Connect again through another KA-Node, your SSID will again change from -15 to -14 and so on. The reason for this is that if a direct path existed between you and the destination station, that station would be receiving identical packet frames from the same callsign with no digipeat path being given in the address field, and hence a degree of confusion would result with eventual Disconnecton. Note that early versions of KA-Nodes will give a shorter menu followed by a '>' in place of the '?' inviting you to enter your next command.

Network Nodes

These, as the name suggests, form part of the 'Network' of formal Nodes in the UK, many of these are in the process of being allocated 'GB7## -#' callsigns, currently with an SSID of -2 for 2m and -7 for 70cm. The software for these is normally also programmed into a plug-in EPROM, this entirely replacing the existing TNC software. To use the system, you first CONNECT to your local Network Node, either direct or via any KA-Node or Digipeater if required and from then on you are in the Intelligent Network 'System', each Node linking to the other automatically, irrespective of frequency band, until you reach the required destination Node.

There are various types of Network Node in existence, the most common in recent time being 'Net/ROM' nodes. Other experimental versions such as TCP/IP have also been used, however lately many are either coming on-air, or existing ones being replaced, with 'TheNet' soft-
ware.

Net/ROM was developed commercially in the USA by Software 2000, each EPROM being custom programmed with the inevitable development and programming costs borne by the end user. Recently a pair of German amateurs, DF2AU and DC40X, have developed a compatible program which they have released as 'Public Domain' for amateur use, ie freely available and hence increasingly very much in popularity. Net/ROM and TheNet have broadly similar commands, and link with each other quite happily.

Automatic Routing

Throughout day and night, these Nodes send out their Identifications for storage in the memories of other Network Nodes, constantly updating themselves with routing path information between themselves. Nodes may be linked via a radio path, or by a local hard-wired RD232 connection between individual TNCs each coupled to transceivers on different frequencies to perform a crossband, link facility. Network Nodes also use a 'shortform' call in addition to their normal one, for instance GB7EA-2 has the shortform 'BSE2' (Bury St. Edmunds, 2m). If you like the hectic life and are running multiple streams on your TNC you can indeed connect to both Node calls at the same time if you wish.

On connecting to a Network Node, no menu is given but you may enter one of several commands, for example:

```
CONNECT, USERS, NODES, CQ, INFO, or ROUTES
```

With TheNet version 1.0, these varying slightly depending upon whether you are using a Net/ROM or TheNet Node, together with installed software version. Don't worry if you enter an invalid command, you will just get a response telling you so followed by a line of the actual commands available with the installed software.

Connecting In

Because routine information between the Nodes is automatic, if you wish to connect to a distant station whose local Network Node is, say, GB7YZ-2, you CONNECT to your Local Network Node (eg GB7AB-2) and simply type 'CONNECT GB7YZ-2' and the network does the work for you. It creates a 'Circuit' along the Node route with you emerging at the destination with an altered SSID, -0 (none) becoming -15, -1 becoming -14, -2 becoming -13 and so on. Note that this SSID does not change with each intermediate Network Node hop in the 'Circuit'.

At present, attempting a long-haul path on 2m becomes rather difficult due to the high amount of activity present because links between 2m Nodes are currently all carried out on the same frequency of 144.650MHz using 1200baud. So don't be surprised if your multiple hop link fails, even with the advantages of Node operation. This is rapidly changing though with high speed links planned, more about this next month!

Linking Up

To give an operating example, let's see what happens in a typical link, connecting first to the GB7EA-2 Network Node:

```
CMD:CONNECT GB7EA-2
CMD:*** CONNECTED to GB7EA-2
```

I then request a Nodes listing by typing 'NODES' or simply 'N'. GB7EA-2 replies with the display shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Connecting In

Because routine information between the Nodes is automatic, if you wish to connect to a distant station whose local Network Node is, say, GB7YZ-2, you CONNECT to your Local Network Node (eg GB7AB-2) and simply type 'CONNECT GB7YZ-2' and the network does the work for you. It creates a 'Circuit' along the Node route with you emerging at the destination with an altered SSID, -0 (none) becoming -15, -1 becoming -14, -2 becoming -13 and so on. Note that this SSID does not change with each intermediate Network Node hop in the 'Circuit'.

At present, attempting a long-haul path on 2m becomes rather difficult due to the high amount of activity present because links between 2m Nodes are currently all carried out on the same frequency of 144.650MHz using 1200baud. So don’t be surprised if your multiple hop link fails, even with the advantages of Node operation. This is rapidly changing though with high speed links planned, more about this next month!

Linking Up

To give an operating example, let’s see what happens in a typical link, connecting first to the GB7EA-2 Network Node:

```
CMD:CONNECT GB7EA-2
CMD:*** CONNECTED to GB7EA-2
```

I then request a Nodes listing by typing ‘NODES’ or simply ‘N’.

GB7EA-2 replies with the display shown in Table 4.

It first replies with its own shortform call sign ‘BSE2’, followed by its normal one, then a list of Nodes it recognises again with shortform/normall call signs being shown. I then connect onto GB3NP, this time using its shortform callsign of NP2 for simplicity, by typing ‘CONNECT NP2’ or ‘C NP2’.

It replies with:

```
BSE2:GB7EA-2> Connected to NP2:GB3NP
```

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BSE2:GB7EA-2&gt; Nodes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APL7:G4APL-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AXE2:GB3DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM7:G7AXC-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSL:GB3BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV6:G4RFG-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV7:G4RFG-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONDON7:G8GGI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRG7:G0GDR-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK7:G4WIM-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP2:GB3NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RP2:G4KLX-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RY7:GB3RY-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY4:G3UQH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY7:G3UQH-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM1:G7AXC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM2:G7AXC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV2:G4RFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV4:G4RFG-2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX2:GB3HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MK2:G4WIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX2:GB3PX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCH2:G4LZV-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF2:G8POT-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEY2:GB3DP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOK2:G4LJF-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3XP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4RFG-2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8GGI-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G0GDR-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4WIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4KLX-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3RY-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4RFG-2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4WIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4KLX-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3RY-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4RFG-2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4WIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4KLX-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3RY-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4RFG-2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4WIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4KLX-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3RY-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G7AXC-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4RFG-2T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3HX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4WIM-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4KLX-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3RY-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3UQH-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To see what I'm connected to, I type 'INFO' or 'I', the Node replies with:
NP2:GB3NP> NORFOLK PACKET REPEATER GROUP [JDO2OK]
SYSOP:For [GB3NP] Paul G4VLS @ G4VLS-2.
To see who is using it, I enter 'USERS' or 'U', it replies with:
NP2:GB3NP> TheNet Version 1.0 (684)
Circuit(BSE2:GB7EA-2 G4SPV-2) <- -> Downlink(G4SPV-13 G4VLS-2)
Circuit(BSE2:GB7EA-2 G4HCL)
Note that the left hand side of the <- -> always shows the 'Uplink' or incoming circuits, the right hand side always shows the 'Downlink' or outgoing circuits. In this case I see that I am coming in on a 'Circuit' from BSE2, and not yet connecting on further from the Node, another circuit is coming in from GB7EA carrying G4SPV-2, and this emerges from GB3NP as a downlink to G4VLS-2.
If I then wish to connect onto G6XYZ-8 from NP2, I simply type 'CONNECT G6XYZ-8', the Node if successful replying with:
NP2:G3NP> Connected to G6XYZ-8
otherwise eventually replying with 'Failure with G6XYZ-8'.

CQ, CQ
I may instead issue a 'CQ' by typing 'CQ' followed by up to 77 characters of text, the distant Network Node (if it has this recently-added facility) then sends out a single 'CQ' packet with my callsign and decremented SSID, the 'USERS' listing then also showing a CQ against my callsign/SSID. To cancel this, I type any other command, or to issue a further CQ packet from the Node I simply type 'CQ' again. If you see a CQ either when connected to the Node or when monitoring locally, in practice you simply need to type 'CONNECT G6ABC-15' or whatever to answer, the Network node then linking you automatically in QSO.

Further commands such as ROUTES and PARMS (Parameters on Net/ROM nodes) are mainly for the Node system operators' use and are beyond the scope of this beginner's guide. For the interested 'buff' though, complete files of the operation of these exist on a selection of the various national 'Packet Mailboxes', often typing 'W NETWORK' (as described in last month's article) will give you a listing of available files you may download during a quiet period. Remember that Network Nodes are often placed in operation by local Packet or Repeater Groups, who themselves bear the entire cost of equipment, maintenance, site rent and electricity. These costs are not paid for as part of your licence fee or RSGB subscription, so you know the moral.

Disconnection
So there we are, the world, or at least the UK, is your oyster. To see how the world can be at your fingertips on Packet, watch out for the final part of this series in next month's HRT. We shall then see how Packet Radio's horizons are being expanded with high speed microwave Network links, store and forward worldwide satellite packet communication (all originated from your 2m handheld and TNC), HF and meteor scatter communication, and what the future holds.
**Siskin Electronics**  
For RF Data Communications Products  
Packet Radio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pac-Comm</td>
<td>TNC-220 Dual port (HF/VHF) very popular</td>
<td>£139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TINY-2 Single port VHF TNC. Great Value</td>
<td>£109.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Micro-2 Low power (40mA) TNC, high spec</td>
<td>£139.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEA</td>
<td>PK-88 Low price TNC from AEA</td>
<td>£109.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PK-232 Packet/Ascii/CW/Amtor/RTTY/WEFAX and NAVTEX!</td>
<td>£269.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kantronics</td>
<td>KPC-2 VHF/HF TNC. WEFAX and PBBS inc.</td>
<td>£159.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KPC-2400 Packet at 1200 and 2400 baud!!</td>
<td>£180.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KAM Packet/WEFAX. KA-NODE and PBBS inc.</td>
<td>£265.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW - 1.1.6 software and Personal BBS for Tiny-2/Micro-2/TNC-200 - only £10.**

Southampton Road, Hythe, Southampton.  
SO4 6WQ, England  
FAX: 0703-847754  
(Personal callers welcome but please phone first!)

---

**SATELLITE TV RECEIVING EQUIPMENT**

**SATELLITE RECEIVER** 80 Channel, Quartz PLL Tuning  
Programmed for Eutelsat, Intelsat and Astra + 38 spare.  
Suppliers returns — fully serviced. Limited quantity.  
@ £125.00  
LNBs for KU band, 10.95-11.7 @ £58.00  
Chapparal KU Poliorator @ £49.00  
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE  
All three above items @ £215.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dish Spinnings</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 cm RAW</td>
<td>£17.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 cm RAW</td>
<td>£26.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 M RAW</td>
<td>£40.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8 M RAW</td>
<td>£92.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KU Band from</td>
<td>£58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C Band from</td>
<td>£76.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator Arms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;, Pot type</td>
<td>£90.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot;, Pot type</td>
<td>£95.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carriage and VAT to be added to all prices.  
For full details send SAE to:  
**HARRISON ELECTRICS**  
Century Way, March, Cambs, PE15 8QW  
Tel: (0354) 51289

---

**ENTERPRISE RADIO APPLICATIONS LTD.**

Unit 26 Clarendon Court  
Winwick Quay  
Warrington  
WA2 8JP  
Telephone: (0925) 573118

**NEW OFFER**  
**MICROREADER**  
A totally self-contained system for reading CW and RTTY.  
Simply plugs into the headphone socket of your radio and displays text on the built-in LCD display.  
No computers, program tapes or interfaces are required. Fully automatic and simple to use. Available with built-in morse. TUTOR that sends random groups, full control of speed spaces etc plus auto repeat. Plug in your key and see what you actually send!

**BP34 PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATIONS AF BANDPASS FILTER**  
Designed by Defier Fritsch DJ3NB/VK3BGJ/GOCKZ  
This filter is a no compromise design with an incredible 34 orders of filtering. The result, a level of performance that is unmatched in this country or any other come to that!

**MORE QUOTES!**  
"Too good for radio hams" — G30GQ: 40 Mtrs CW very impressed — Rev G. Dobbs G3JR: Better than all the knobs on the Tentec G6SX.

For further information, write or call Bill Green G8HLZ

Also available from:  
RAS (Nottingham) or Caledonian Software (Edinburgh)  
All prices include VAT & p/p.  
Full 12 month guarantee.

**Standard Microreader** . . . . £119.95  
**With Tutor** . . . . . . . . . . . . . £134.95  
**BP34 Filter** . . . . . . . . . . . . . £94.50

---

**HARISON ELECTRICS**  
Century Way, March, Cambs, PE15 8QW  
Tel: (0354) 51289

---

**G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO**  
Unit 14, Thurrock Commercial Centre, Juliet Way, South Ockendon, Essex RM15 4YG.

---

**USED AMATEUR EQUIPMENT?**  
I Buy, Sell & Exchange!  
SELLING? I pay the BEST POSSIBLE PRICES for your Clean Used Equipment!  
BUYING? I have the BEST SELECTION of top Quality Used Equipment Available!  
For the Deal You’ve been looking for,  
Phone Dave, G4TNY  
On 0708 862841 or 0836 201530  
9am to 7pm, Monday to Saturday.  
Personal callers by appointment please.  
Or send SAE for lists.

---

**G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO**  
Unit 14, Thurrock Commercial Centre, Juliet Way, South Ockendon, Essex RM15 4YG.

---

**HARISON ELECTRICS**  
Century Way, March, Cambs, PE15 8QW  
Tel: (0354) 51289

---

**G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO**  
Unit 14, Thurrock Commercial Centre, Juliet Way, South Ockendon, Essex RM15 4YG.

---

**HARISON ELECTRICS**  
Century Way, March, Cambs, PE15 8QW  
Tel: (0354) 51289

---

**G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO**  
Unit 14, Thurrock Commercial Centre, Juliet Way, South Ockendon, Essex RM15 4YG.

---

**HARISON ELECTRICS**  
Century Way, March, Cambs, PE15 8QW  
Tel: (0354) 51289

---

**G4TNY AMATEUR RADIO**  
Unit 14, Thurrock Commercial Centre, Juliet Way, South Ockendon, Essex RM15 4YG.
The TS-790E from Kenwood

The Kenwood tradition of multi band VHF/UHF base stations goes back to the original TS-770, which created a real sensation when it appeared for the first time in September 1979. As with most Kenwood designs, the TS-770 represented a significant step forwards both in design and performance, and again in Kenwood tradition it presented the operator with a wide range of operating facilities which were perfectly engineered for ease of use.

The TS-770 was eventually superseded by the TS-780, which also set new standards in performance and operating convenience, and the TS-780 has gained a reputation for being the very best multi band VHF/UHF station one could wish for. However, in the very nature of electronic technology, advances continue to be made, and the time has come to introduce the all new multi band base station from Kenwood; the TS-790E.

It goes without saying that the TS-790E will once again improve on standards of RF performance, because the design draws on all Kenwood's experience in the use of advanced assembly techniques and the latest semiconductor devices. The real excitement comes from the operational features of the TS-790E which include full duplex operation, two band simultaneous monitoring, cross band repeater operation (for those allowed to use it), and the fact that the TS-790E comes as a two band transceiver for 2 metres and 70 centimetres, but can be fitted with an internal 23 centimetre unit making it into a three bander.

In line with current demands, the power output is 45 watts on 2, 40 watts on 70, and 10 watts on 23; with all mode USB, LSB, CW, CW (narrow), and FM. The CW (narrow) facility includes a fitted 500Hz CW filter as standard.

For use with satellites, the TS-790E provides full facilities, including Doppler shift correction (an industry first), and the 23 centimetre band has automatic frequency shift correction.

As one might expect these days, the TS-790E can be fitted with an interface to allow computer control via any RS-232C control system. Packet radio has not been forgotten, the TS-790E having a dedicated "packet" port. Add to these features all the memory and scan facilities at which Kenwood excel, the provision for fitting a voice synthesiser to help partially sighted operators, direct keyboard entry of frequency as well as the usual "nice feel" Kenwood tuning control, IF passband tuning, speech processing, noise blanker, and so on and so on. You then have what must be the finest multi band VHF/UHF all mode base station it is possible to build today: the TS-790E from Kenwood.

At the time of writing this text, the descriptive brochures for the TS-790E had not arrived. However, if you send a stamped addressed envelope requesting further data, we will certainly let you have a detailed summary of the TS-790E. If you send £1 we will send back the full Kenwood catalogue and the current complete product listing. We handle a great deal more than people realise, and try to select our products so as to give you the best that money can buy. What we also give you is that all important level of service and back-up which is acknowledged to be probably the best in Europe.

Finally, I have had a hectic year and I am looking forward to spending Christmas peacefully with my family. In this first year back in the advertising saddle, I have written the text as I see things. Sometimes it has been controversial, but I hope always honest and sincerely felt. On behalf of all of us at Lowe Electronics may I wish all our friends out there an equally peaceful Christmas and a harmonious New Year in 1989.

73
John Wilson
G3PCY/SN2AAC

Note: All our shops open Tuesday to Saturday inclusive.
The 45 watt wonder for 2 metres. Common sense facilities, ease of use, and a massive 45 watt output make the TM221E probably the most wanted FM mobile around. All this and an amazing receiver. All you need in a compact package, including all channel spacings (5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20 and 25 kHz). F.S. It also has a 70 cm brother, the TM421E, and a remote controller available for operating them both together.

TM221E...£317.30 (carr. £8) TM421E...£352.84

Called by many 'The perfect 2 metre Base station', the TS711E is as close to perfection as state of the art can make it. All mode operation, full band coverage, continuous tuning or step tuning for FM channels. Two separate VFOs, 40 memories storing frequency, mode, repeater shifts, even whether or not you need a tone burst. Optional voice synthesiser, the list of features is almost endless. (And it too has a 70 cm brother, the TS811E).

TS711E...£898 (carr. £8) TS811E...£998

Versatile 2 metre multi mode mobile or fixed station, the TR751E again shows that Kenwood magic touch in making a complex transceiver so easy to use. Virtually a miniature version of the TS711E, the TR751E set new standards of performance at its introduction, and has continued to win friends ever since, continuing as it did the line started by the TR9000 and TR9130. (And, you guessed, it has a 70cm counterpart, the TR851E).

TR751E...£599 (carr. £8) TR851E...£699

To be perfectly honest, the RZ1 came as a surprise to most people. Kenwood have come up with a mobile monitor receiver covering 500 kHz to 950 MHz designed to fit in a standard car radio slot, and the RZ1 seems to have everything. Direct frequency entry, manual tuning, 100 memories, readout of station name on display, scanning, stepping, AM/FM modes, unbelievable... Of course this level of facilities does not come cheaply, but the RZ1 really adds a new dimension to the wide range monitor market.

RZ1...£465

Top of the range, the TS940S has everything the discerning HF operator requires. Amateur bands from 160 to 10 metres, together with a general coverage receiver tuning from 150kHz to 30MHz. Operating modes USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, FSK. Forty memory channels, each effectively a separate VFO. Easy keyboard frequency entry. Leadership in the field. The TS940S is the transceiver everyone wants to own one day.

TS940S...£1995 (carr. £8)

Kenwood common sense. The TS-140S shows the way to go in balancing performance, operating features, and ease of use; all at an attractive price. All modes are provided, USB, LSB, AM, FM, and full BK CW for the hot operators. The TS-140S offers everything you ever needed, but it doesn’t break the bank balance. Every TS-140S we obtain is instantly sold, and when you have tried one out, you know why.

TS140S...£862.00 (carr. £8)

Virtually the receive section of a TS940S, the R5000 is probably the best HF receiver available right now. Notice the family resemblance to the TS440S which gives it a clean, easy to operate look, and of course Kenwood have applied all their ergonomic skills to make you “at home” the moment you begin to use the R5000. All mode of course, and has an optional internal VHF converter which extends you to 108-174MHz.

R5000...£575 (carr. £8)

You Brute. If it wasn’t for all the safety interlocks I would operate my TL922 with all the covers off, just to admire the sheer engineering beauty of the innards. The TL922 is THE linear amplifier, and once you own it you will never part. The effortless ease with which the TL922 produces RF power has to be experienced to be believed, and it is probably the world’s most sought after station accessory.

TL922...£1495 (carr. £8)

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD.
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 0629 580800 (4 lines) Fax 0629 580020

HAM RADIO TODAY DECEMBER 1988
Over the years the SWR meter or reflectometer has occurred as a constructional article with monotonous regularity. Not only that, but we have read numerous debates on whether SWR really is that magic indicator of correct. All we can say for sure is that if the meter doesn't move at all, then the SWR is one:one (for all non-zero power levels), and that if the meter suddenly starts kicking violently after no apparent change then something has gone wrong with the aerial or feeder. Most people would consider this situation less than ideal, so why have SWR meter which give a correct reading for all power levels without the need for re-adjustment (normally called direct reading SWR meters) been so rare?

Let's recap a bit on the mathematics of calculating SWR — this is defined by the following formula:

\[ \text{VSWR} = \frac{V_f - V_r}{V_f + V_r} \]

where \( V_f \) is the forward voltage and \( V_r \) is the reverse voltage.

Actually, a meter designed to display this ratio would be prone to damage at high SWRs since it can take an infinite value, and the meter could therefore have its needle violently pinned against the end stop. Instead, meters are normally designed to display the ratio \( V_r/V_f \) at first sight this may seem a strange thing to do until it is realised that this ratio and VSWR are related by a non-linear function. This means that by applying the correct non-linear scale to the meter movement, it can be made to read VSWR. Nevertheless, the instrument still needs to carry out the division of two voltages. Electronic circuits to carry out division have traditionally been complicated and difficult to set up and this fact alone is responsible for the death of direct reading SWR meters. With the availability of both analogue and digital ICs, this has ceased to be a problem and over the past decade or so the occasional direct reading instrument has appeared. The purpose of this article is to investigate the various techniques which have been used or suggested and culminate in the design of such an instrument which gives the reading on a pair of 7-segment LEDs and uses a novel approach.

**Time Shared Servo Approach**

The earliest direct reading SWR meter discovered during research for this article must be my all time favourite, a wonderfully Heath Robinsonish design. [1] I don't mean this to be derogatory, but to emphasise the ingenuity of the design which, although it did use one IC, could have been built without at the expense of only slightly greater complexity. Essentially it uses an analogy of the familiar reflectometer principle to carry out the division process. Most people probably don't realise it, but in adjusting the sensitivity control on such an instrument to give FSD they are in fact carrying out a division manually. Clearly if a reflectometer with two meters instead of the more common one meter and a switch were used, and human reactions were quick enough to continually...
adjust the sensitivity control to give FSD on the forward meter, the reflected power meter would give a correct VSWR reading at all times. This is essentially the technique used in the time shared servo SWR meter.

The two meter types of reflectometer generally employ a ganged potentiometer as the sensitivity control, one gang for the forward and the other gang for the reflected meter. Fig. 1 shows an alternative arrangement in which only a single potentiometer is required. The relay contact is made to oscillate rapidly between its normally open and normally closed contacts, hence time sharing the potentiometer between the two meters. Except for the fact that the meter readings will be halved (assuming that there is a 50% duty cycle and that the frequency of oscillation is high compared to the time constant of the meter) this will operate in the same way as the ganged device and the factor of 0.5 can be corrected for on the meter scales. The final SWR meter design is shown in Fig. 2. The variable resistor is replaced by a light dependent resistor and the forward power meter is modified by the addition of a piece of black paper which comes between the LDR and its light source as the meter needle advances. The result of this is a closed loop control circuit which regulates the forward current and in so doing causes the reverse meter to give a constant SWR reading.

The Dual Needle Meter

The first commercial direct reading meter (I believe) circumvented the need for electronic division by use of another rather ingenious technique. Launched in about 1988, the Daiwa CN-620 was really a traditional reflectometer but displaying both forward and reflected signals simultaneously on a specially developed meter movement with two needles. This is undoubtedly an instance where a picture is worth a thousand words, so Fig. 3 illustrates the concept. It is probably fairly clear how it works. Although there are an infinite number of combinations of forward and reflected power (represented by the point of intersection of the two needles) for a particular value of SWR, they all lie on a straight line across the face of the meter. So, although the two needles will clearly move around with speech peaks and troughs during transmission, so long as the SWR remains constant, the point of intersection will stay on the one line and it is comparatively easy to read off the value. It is nevertheless somewhat disconcerting to have to read off the point of intersection of two moving needles, and since the lines converge at zero power, the reading accuracy decreases in speech troughs.

Logarithmic Amplifiers

Please excuse the brief maths lesson but an understanding of the following formula is essential to an appreciation of this section:

$$\log \left( \frac{V_r}{V_f} \right) = \log (V_r) - \log (V_f)$$

This means that as long as we are able to generate the log of $V_f$ and $V_r$, then all that is necessary to calculate their ratio is a subtraction which can easily be carried out by use of a couple of op-amps. Actually to generate the true ratio an anti-log function is also needed but since the scale of any such meter is already non-linear, it is probably as well to simplify the circuitry by omitting this and combining the two non-linearities on the meter scale. But how do we calculate a logarithm electronically? Isn't it just
as difficult as doing the division? Well, fortunately the answer is no! The base emitter voltage and the collector current of a transistor have a logarithmic relationship over a quite a number of decades of voltage which means that by incorporating a transistor into the feedback loop of an op-amp as shown in Fig. 4 a log amplifier is created. So, by combining all the facts so far covered in this section we derive the division circuit shown as Fig. 5, the output of which can drive a meter calibrated to give readings of SWR. Actually the one design I have seen using this technique didn’t use a meter but instead drove a variable frequency audio oscillator, making the instrument useable by blind operators. [2]

The one possible stumbling block with this method is that the log amplifier is very sensitive to transistor characteristics and even temperature. Samples of the same type of transistor could be sufficiently different to cause gross errors, and this is aggravated if one transistor is allowed to get warmer than the other. Fortunately chip manufacturers came to the rescue with a DIL package containing a number of individual, matched transistors etched onto the same substrate, removing the dangers of temperature differences. At this point it is worth recalling another difficulty in designing direct reading SWR meters. Assuming that the transmission being monitored is either CW or SSB, then the signal level regularly drops to zero for short periods of time. When this happens, the division required is 00 which has no defined answer. In other words, any circuitry designed to evaluate a division will give a meaningless result during speech troughs. If we take the logarithmic simplifier method of division as an example, since log(0) = -(infinity) the log amps will both saturate and the output will be virtually equal to the supply rail. When the two outputs are combined by subtraction, the final result depends on slight differences between the two amplifiers which influence how far each one saturates. Clearly it isn’t very satisfactory to let the meter go just anywhere during troughs, so the absolute minimum requirement is for this situation to be detected and the meter to be forced to a known state — either 0 or FSD. It still isn’t very satisfactory, however, for the meter to fluctuate rapidly during transmission — it is still only possible to read SWR by holding down the key or speaking a dreaded “Aahh-lo” into the microphone. A better solution is to damp the forward and reverse signals into the division circuitry so that the 0/0 condition only applies a few seconds after transmission stops. It is important, however, to ensure that the two signals are accurately damped to the same extent or else the reading will become inaccurate. If the division circuitry is feeding something other
than a meter, say a bar graph type display, the problem is nowhere near as severe. It would be quite acceptable for the display just to blank during troughs.

**Specific Analogue Dividers**

Yes, there are chips around which carry out analogue division. In fact, they probably incorporate circuitry of the type outlined in the previous section, but go far beyond this. Firstly, they often achieve much greater accuracy than would be needed for an SWR meter, and secondly they tend to be four quadrant dividers. This means that they don't just divide two signals of the same polarity but can evaluate +ve/-ve, +ve/+ve, -ve/-ve, and -ve/+ve, once again in excess of SWR meter requirements. As always, the result of using a device which does far more than is actually necessary for a given application is that the price is prohibitive. For this reason, I don't believe that any designs for direct reading SWR meters using such a chip have been published.

Analogue multipliers are also available, and whereas once again many are very sophisticated with a correspondingly high price tag, there are cheap and cheerful versions. At first sight this may not seem too useful since it is a division which is required but by putting a multiplying element in the feedback loop of an op-amp as shown in Fig. 6, a divider is created. This is the technique used to provide the SWR meter portion of the Antennalab published in Rad Com a few years ago. (3) In this design the output of the division circuit was fed into a bar graph driver chip which drove a number of LEDs varying in colour from green through yellow to red, each indicating a range of SWR values.

**Digital Division**

If the forward and reverse voltage signals are converted to digital form by use of ADCs, digital division may be carried out. The most obvious such solution would be to use a microprocessor, this resulting in the piece of equipment shown in block diagram form as Fig. 7. Such a circuit was actually proposed a few years ago as an example of microprocessor applications within amateur radio but to the best of my knowledge it had never been put into practice. Although integration of microprocessor components is increasing with corresponding size and price advan-

---

**Fig. 8.** A block diagram for a direct reading SWR meter.

**Fig. 9.** The experimental SWR meter circuit based on Fig. 8.
tages, it is probably still something of an overkill. Most of the less expensive processors don't actually have a divide function, so this would have to be done with a specially written routine utilising multiple subtractions and shifts.

Alternatively, the division could be carried out using a look-up table. If a look-up table was used for an application like this, there really wouldn't be much point in including the processor, since it had very little else to do and the look-up table could be implemented using an Eprom alone. The only difficulty with this approach is that the functions of triggering the ADCs and of holding the display for a short while after loss of signal (to avoid display blanking during short speech troughs) would have to be carried out by a bit of extra circuitry. A complete direct reading SWR meter using such a technique is shown in Fig. 8 in block form.

In basic terms, the two ADCs convert the forward and reverse signals to digital form these being presented to the Eprom as address inputs. The Eprom outputs 8 bits of data for each address (each combination of forward and reverse voltages), which are applied to the 7-segment LEDS, the eighth bit driving the decimal point. Clearly drivers are used, since the Eprom does not have the drive capability to illuminate LEDs. Things are slightly complicated by the fact that two LEDs are used to give a range of 0.1 to 99 with resolution of 0.1 for values up to 9.9 and a resolution of 1 for values above this. The two LEDs are alternately driven via their common anode (or cathode) at such a frequency that both appear to be continuously illuminated. In order to cause the Eprom to output the appropriate digit as that LED is selected, the oscillator signal which multiplexes the LEDs is also presented to the Eprom as a further address bit. The ADCs are regularly triggered by oscillator 1, probably at about 1Hz so that the display does not fluctuate too rapidly. The comparator monitors the forward signal, triggering the timer once the level drops below that which will give an accurate result. While the timer is timing (and the forward signal is still low), the trigger signal to the ADCs is inhibited. This ensures that short breaks in transmission during speech troughs do not cause the display to be lost. The period of the timer should probably be about 5 seconds. Once this period has expired the ADCs start triggering again and under zero signal conditions the Eprom will be programmed to output nothing at all (as distinct from zero!). Under these conditions the comparator output modifies the frequency of oscillator 1 to at least 10Hz to ensure that there is not a delay of potentially 1 second after the signal is regained before the display is updated.

We believe this to be a totally novel approach and present it here as a bare bones design which can become the basis of an experimental constructional project. Clearly the circuitry for sensing forward and reverse signals in the feeder would need adding and it is suggested that something similar to that in the Antennalab is used.

For those people interested in investigating the possibilities, we present a circuit diagram (Fig. 9) and the associated timing diagrams (Fig.
A = UPDATE DISPLAY EVERY 1 SECOND
B = DURING 1st 5 SECONDS AFTER LOSS OF SIGNAL TRIGGER RADILY (SAY 1/10 SEC) TO ENSURE THAT DISPLAY APPEARS IMMEDIATELY ON REGAINING SIGNAL.

**THE NEW TEN TEC PARAGON**

Synthesized Transceiver

An addition to the TEN-TEC range of top quality equipment from the U.S.A.

This general coverage all mode receiver tunes from 100KHz to 29.9999MHz. Modes USB, LSB, CW, FSK, AM, (FM optional). Sensitivity SSB/CW/RTTY 0.15µV. Dynamic range: 100dB on SSB Blocking and 3rd order Intercept, very impressive figures. Transmitter 200 watts D.C. Input. CW Sidetone, Speech compression.

Write or phone for details of the PARAGON 200w or ARGOSY II 100w Transceiver, CORSAIR II 200w Transceiver, CENTURY 22 CW only Transceiver and other TEN-TEC products.

References

Right at the end of the national society’s annual general meeting a December ago, a question which was put by a member must have caused dismay to metrewave aficionados. The questioner drew attention to the abuse of the repeater system on 145MHz and the poor reputation which the amateur radio movement suffered as a consequence. The possibility of better education — no, not that word: let’s say information — for newcomers to the band was touched upon at the agm but not fully deployed because there wasn’t time.

One troubling thought is that information about the effective use of repeaters has been appearing in HRT (and elsewhere) for several years with little apparent effect, judging by the flagrant abuse evident on some of the repeaters sited in large conurbations. Why has one been spending time talking about repeaters and all their works and how marvellous they are (the biggest collective technical effort ever to occur in amateur radio, remember?) only to find that there is still so much to say? How many people have been taking any notice? The thought obtrudes.

The fact is that a lot of people do take notice, and do use repeaters as they are intended to be used. But there are thousands of others who have not yet got the message simply because they have come into ham radio since it was last printed. There is a continuing job to do the keep the newer comers informed about the how of operating through the box — and it is a job made more urgent by the fact that many of these newcomers get the wrong idea about how to use repeaters when they hear some of the things that go on through some of them. Abuse could be regarded by some as the norm.

All of which may cause amazement to hams who live in the smaller conurbations or out in the countryside where repeater abuse rarely if ever occurs. Primarily, the problem is an inner city one, like so many others outside amateur radio. Just as graffiti is (or are) an inner urban problem, so by and large is repeater abuse (electronic graffiti if you like).

Job For A Sociologist?
If you turned a sociologist on to this problem he or she would probably tell you that there is little you can do about it because it is an inner city phenomenon and as incapable of a cure as are other inner city phenomena. They would not doubt go on to tell you that it is no use trying to cure people of their bad electronic habits by discussing repeater use logically in a magazine like HRT: many of the offenders, are incapable of digesting the printed word because they belong to that 51% stratum of the British population who are barely literate. To hear what goes on over some of the London repeaters you would think our sociologist friends were sadly all too accurate. You marvel at how the offenders ever managed to pass the RAE.

Perhaps the most notorious of the London repeaters was the South London one. When its sponsorship lapsed it was quite a long time before a new group would agree to take responsibility for it. As one young G6 in North London remarked to your G 5UM: ‘That’s what you’d expect from South Londoners!’ In more serious vein he (and many others too) expressed relief when GB3SL was recommissioned because, as they put it: ‘It keeps all the dirt in one place: there was danger that some of it might be flung at the other repeaters’.

YES - THIS IS MY FIRST EVER CONTACT ON AMATEUR RADIO — HOW ON EARTH DID YOU KNOW ??
Which are hard words for the earnest sponsors of GB3SL to hear, for their wish is to see their particular box used with the restraint and intelligence that are evident on most others. Well may the country cousin enquire just what is heard through the more polluted repeaters. The answer: bad language, coarse manners of speech, and long-overdrawn overs from exhibitionist types who have yet to learn that the art of conversation whether via an electronic link or face to face is to keep it brief. That's called common courtesy, but it is something which repeater abusers seem never to have heard of.

What is also evident is the over-use of forenames in place of callsigns. In quick-exchange overs this practice has something to commend it and hardly comes within the orbit of repeater abuse. Yet it is worth remembering that at any one time there are probably six Johns, four Peters, not to mention the occasional Ethelbald. These are not callsigns and should not be used as such.

It is worth reiterating that your callsign is unique, deserving of respect because there is none other like it in the world.

Some of the callsigns heard through repeaters deserve little respect; what their owners say and how they say it can only bring them into disrepute. The word soon gets around: 'Don't answer old-so-and-so; he goes rabbitting on with no thought for others who want to use the box.' Or 'Don't Answer: young so-and-so: he goes rabbitting on with no thought for their wish is to see their particular box used with the restraint and intelligence that are evident on most others. Well may the country cousin enquire just what is heard through the more polluted repeaters. The answer: bad language, coarse manners of speech, and long-overdrawn overs from exhibitionist types who have yet to learn that the art of conversation whether via an electronic link or face to face is to keep it brief. That's called common courtesy, but it is something which repeater abusers seem never to have heard of.

What is also evident is the over-use of forenames in place of callsigns. In quick-exchange overs this practice has something to commend it and hardly comes within the orbit of repeater abuse. Yet it is worth remembering that at any one time there are probably six Johns, four Peters, not to mention the occasional Ethelbald. These are not callsigns and should not be used as such.

It is worth reiterating that your callsign is unique, deserving of respect because there is none other like it in the world.

Some of the callsigns heard through repeaters deserve little respect; what their owners say and how they say it can only bring them into disrepute. The word soon gets around: 'Don't answer old-so-and-so; he goes rabbitting on with no thought for others who want to use the box.' Or 'Don't Answer: young so-and-so: you'll only get a mouthful of foul talk.'

Catching The Offenders

Something else the country cousin may ask is: what is being done to curb repeater abuse? Answer: quite a lot. The national society has its own methods of identifying offenders. The Radio Regulatory Division of the DTI has caught many of them, and heavy fines with costs have resulted. It says it 'welcomes evidence of serious abuse of the amateur bands and takes action against offenders.'

To say, cannot abuses be curbed at the source? Cannot more be done in RAE classes teach would-be licensees how to operate? is a counsel of perfection unlikely to be realised in a society where graffiti of all kinds is rife. What after all can you do about persons who play music over repeaters without indentifying themselves? Obviously, you should check them on the input and D/F them if you can. That is the panacea of the moment, but in the longer term there is clearly much to be done to ensure that people do use the devices sensibly — remembering, by the way, that through-repeater operation is only a secondary mode of communication, and that direct contact ('real QSOs') should be attempted whenever possible.

Tiny Minority

It is dangerous when discussing repeater abuse to blow the problem up out of all proportion and make it seem more important than it is. In fact, it represents only a tiny amount of total repeater up-time. But its existence poses a threat to amateur radio on two levels.

One is that people newly come to the metrewave spectrum will, after hearing repeater abuse, be tempted to join the so-called 'anti-repeater brigade' (a platoon, rather: it is very small but it could grow). Indeed, Class A operators venturing on to vhf may find themselves so disgusted with what they hear that they return to their hf bands for good.

More serious is the regard with which the Authority holds the amateur radio service. Frivolous — or filthy — use of our frequencies could cause the Authority to say to itself that there are better ways of using that commodity called frequency spectrum than the way we use it. And, not inconceivably, it might bow to the pressure from professional interests, always clamouring for more channels, and say 'Yes, you can have them. They are not being put to good use by the Amateur service.' Unlikely, but still worth bearing in mind when it comes to presenting a favourable image of ham radio to the outside world.

Ten-Point Guide to Repeater Use

1. To access a required repeater, assuming you are within range, offer it a brief tone-burst. If it fails to open . . .
2. Offer it a brief tone-burst plus a few syllables of speech: some repeater logic is designed to open only by this means, which dissuades phantom bleepers and often identifies the speaker.
3. Keep overs brief and to the point. Other operators will be waiting to get in. If the repeater emits a bleep or K as an invitation to transmit, don't press your mike button until it does so.
4. If you wish to tail-end on an existing conversation utter your callsign once when a pause occurs. Never, but never say 'Break'.
5. Never laugh at your own jokes.
6. If you consistently use a given repeater ask which group runs it and who the subscription secretary is. Then join it. No repeater 'comes for free'. All cost money to design, build and run — especially to run, for many consume much electricity to keep them dry and warm in season.
7. Repeaters are for the disadvantaged, meaning mobiles, but it is perfectly legitimate for fixed stations to use them if communication is not possible by other means — but they should take secondary user status compared with mobiles.
8. If your vehicle will carry a 70cm transceiver as well as a 2m one, then install one. If you are a fixed station operator you should have 70cm fm in any case.
9. Use 70cm Repeaters as much as you can. National coverage on 70cm in comparable with that on 2m.
10. Never send a QSL for a through-repeater contact: you were in QSO with the repeater, not the other party, and although the repeater can listen and talk it cannot write. If you receive a QSL for a through-repeater exchange send it back with a polite suggestion of date, time and frequency for a real QSO, if need be in the DX end of the band.
Veteran 2m FM operators may well remember the IC2F, one of the very first 2m FM black boxes to hit our shores, manufactured by the company of Inoue, later to become Icom. Crystalled up on frequencies such as 144.48 and 144.60MHz it started a use, the large display area being very easy to read when on the move.

In the usual tradition, the set covers the 2m band in either 12.5kHz or 25kHz steps as required, and has the usual selectable repeater shift coupled with single button-push use.

Chris Lorek G4HCL meets a colourful customer from Icom

new breed of rigs, to be followed by the IC21, IC22, IC225, IC22E and then the IC240. As 2M FM grew more and more popular, nearly every amateur to be heard seemed to be using one of the latter modules! Following their pioneering history, the latest rig from Icom is the IC228, taking over from where the IC28E left off. Could this be the next 'standard' 2m rig to be heard on the air?

Multicoloured Mobiling

The IC-228E offers 25W maximum transmit output with a low power facility of 5V, the matching IC-228H giving the same facilities but with a 45W output power, the sets being priced at £365 and £385 respectively. The first thing that strikes you when switching the set on is the bright, multi-coloured display, certainly making the rig stand out in reverse repeater checking. You can manually tune up or down in the selected steps either by a twist of the main click-step tuning knob or by using the up/down buttons mounted on the supplied mobile fist microphone. On the rear of the mic is a small push-button for 1750Hz repeater tone activation, together with a slide switch to lock out the operation of the up/down buttons if required.

Sub-Tone

An optional CTCSS (Continuous Tone Controlled Squelch System) module is available at a cost of £31, as an internal plug-in unit. In many areas of the country, including my own, groups of amateurs have found this facility of use when monitoring a busy channel such as S20 or the local sub-tone equipped repeater, to listen out for other group members while otherwise engaged around the house (watching TV etc.) or in the car (talking to passengers). Some repeaters also have the facility for sub-tone control, for instance to provide squelch switching under lift conditions. With this option fitted, a user-selectable feature of the IC-228 is a sub-tone alert bleep, where the rig may be set to bleep at you for 30 seconds, together with a flashing LCD indicator following reception of a signal with the selected sub-tone frequency superimposed on it.

Memories

Twenty memory channels, numbered 0-19, are provided, each storing the usual frequency, memory channel number, any selected repeater offset, scan status and sub-tone setting. The contents of any of the memory channels may quickly be transferred to VFO mode by keeping the MW button pressed for half a second, hence providing a quick 'QSY from memory' facility when your QSO partner asks you to go up another channel. To get to your favourite channel quickly, the set allows you to program a Call channel which is stored in the set’s memory for one-button access.

The standard memory channels may be scanned for activity by
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keeping one of the mic up/down buttons pressed for over half a second, any number of these may of course be locked out of scan mode as you wish to save the set locking up on, say, weak distant repeaters. Alternatively, any pre-programmed section of the band may be scanned in VFO mode, for when you never want to miss a thing. A further priority scan automatically checks any memory channel, a sequence of memory channels, or your Call channel once every five seconds during VFO operation, for when you'd like to keep track of what's happening on other frequencies while you're listening to the latest gossip on your local repeater or whatever.

**Switches and Buttons**

The front panel of the set sports an uncluttered array of controls, with large push buttons selecting VFO or Memory operation, call channel access, function set mode, small/large tuning steps, priority channel check operation, and high/low transmit power. Further buttons control repeater shift, sub-tone operation, memory channel programming and a lock function to prevent unwanted frequency shifts when in use.

The large LCD gives an indication of the usual frequency, memory channel, repeater shift etc, together with a bargraph S-meter, in the function set mode the display is used in conjunction with the rotary tuning knob to set the tuning step size, sub-tone frequency, display backlight intensity in four levels, the pre-programmed limits of VFO scan mode, and keypress bleep on or off.

The front panel rotary knobs are all backlit for recognition at night, and small green and red LEDs give an indication of receive or transmit mode.

The IC-228E measures 140mm (W) x 50mm (H) x 137mm (D), the IC228H having an increased depth of 159mm due to its larger heatsink. An internal speaker is housed on the lower case lid, a rear panel mounted 3.5mm socket being fitted to allow an external speaker to be plugged in. Also on the rear panel are flying leads for the aerial connector and DC power, the IC-228E requiring 13.8V at 6A with the IC-228H requiring 9.5A. Each set comes supplied with a mobile mounting bracket and fixing hardware, a fused DC power lead with spare fuses, mobile fist mic and hanging bracket, external speaker plug, and a user instruction manual with a full circuit diagram. Optional extras include the UT-40 sub-tone unit, an external speaker and flexible boom microphone for mobile use, and various desk microphones and 13.8V mains power supplies for base use.

**On The Road**

The set was very easy to fit in even the shortest nook or cranny in my car due to its small depth, due to this I found it possible to place it on the centre top section of my dashboard, the flying leads routed neatly behind the set. The set's grey non-reflecting case would match nicely with many car interiors.

Operating the set, as with the set's predecessor the IC28C, was simplicity itself. The twenty memory
channels were sufficient to store all the repeater channels as well as the simplex channels used in my area both in the 144 and 145MHz range. Setting the program scan limits to 145.200MHz and 145.575MHz then allowed a quick scan to be made of the simplex channels either to search out for activity or to find a free channel to QSY to from the calling channel. The VFO/M switch, which toggles between VFO and memory operation and hence being the button most often used, was placed in an easy-to-locate position on the set making operation possible by feel alone while driving.

QSYing either in Memory or VFO mode by using the up/down buttons on the microphone was confirmed by audible bleeps from the set's speaker (this facility may be turned off if required). I preferred this method with its positive operation rather than using the rotary tuning control which seemed flimsy and was a little indeterminate in use. I found the microphone mounted toneburst very handy, this being easier to operate than fumbling around pressing buttons on a mobile set's facia, but note that if you substitute a boom microphone or suchlike you will lose the supplied mic's 1750Hz tone generation circuit. When the odd glance at the LCD was required to see what the set was up to, I found the display gave a sensible indication of only what was necessary, ie if the sub-tone was on it displayed SUB, otherwise nothing. This is contrasted with other sets that place an LCD marker next to each function to show whether it is in operation or not, in my view requiring far more time looking at the set's display rather than the road ahead, this aspect being far more important than the use of mobile mics or whatever.

Readability
The small internal speaker was perfectly adequate for use in a normal family-type car when the set was placed in this position, however, when I tried the set beneath my dashboard I found that an external speaker helped during noisy driving conditions, ie going along with all the windows open! With both the internal and external speakers, I found the received audio a little toppy in common with some other Icom mobile transceivers I have used, some operators may not dislike this of course but it took my ears only a short while to adjust. The receiver sensitivity was adequate to match the 25W transmitter power provided, I could always hear my QSO partners for instance, but I felt it was not quite as sensitive as I would have liked when contacting stations using low powers. The S-meter gave a very limited indication, this quite often being the case with FM rigs nowadays, leaping up and down with only small variations in signal strength.

On transmit, once I had learned to speak at least 20cm away from the mic, received audio reports were complimentary if sometimes accompanied by indications of what the back seat passengers were also saying, ie the mic gain was very sensitive. This did give a punchy, well-clipped transmission but I would have been tempted to go inside the set with my screwdriver to reduce the mic gain if it was to be a permanent installation. The user instruction manual is very good in this respect giving clear details of the internal mic gain, S-meter sensitivity, high and low TX power adjustments and so on.

Insides
A sturdy die-cast chassis is used to house the two main analogue circuit boards, which are easily unplugged and removed for servicing. Surprisingly, discrete components (ie not surface-mounts or chips) are used here, making servicing and repair that bit easier. The digital control board, mounted on the plastic front panel of the set, does however use a large number of surface mounted ICs and the like to get everything in!

The accompanying block diagram shows that the receiver uses a 3SK174 front end followed by a varicap-tuned bandpass filter, sug-
gesting the potential coverage range is wider than that of 2m, a further 3SK174 mixer providing the first IF of 17.8MHz giving a well-removed image frequency. On transmit, the usual final-frequency VCO is modulated and amplified, a modular PA block providing the final 25W RF output power.

Laboratory Tests
Overall the receiver performance was fairly reasonable, the adjacent channel rejection of both 12.5kHz and 25kHz separated signals being quite good as was strong-signal handling in general. The sensitivity was adequate although I would have felt a slightly better figure would not have gone amiss. The S-meter often indicated S1 or S3 with no input signal, and the remainder of the dynamic range was rather limited, as found on-air. On transmit the higher-order harmonic outputs were extremely well suppressed, with no other spuri found. The power output and deviation levels were accurately set, the high toneburst level from microphone, this being well into audio limiting, confirmed my on-air thoughts of a high microphone gain being set.

The newcomer to 2m FM mobile operation, or the amateur seeking an upgrade from an older rig, should not be disappointed with the IC228E. It offers a reasonable all-round performance, and is very easy to use when mobile, its short depth allowing it to be placed in a variety of mounting positions in the car. If you operate mainly in fringe areas, or would in general like the capability of higher power when needed, the 45W IC228H I feel could offer good value for just £20 extra. If, however you fancy 70cm operation as well, the new dual band IC3210 could very well tempt you, so do your sums carefully!

My thanks go to Icom (UK) for the loan of the review transceiver.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LABORATORY RESULTS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receiver:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adjacent Channel Selectivity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured as increase in level of interfering signal, modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation, above 12dB SINAD ref. level to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB on-channel signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+12.5kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12.5kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+25kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-25kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Image Rejection</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in level of signal at first IF image frequency over level of on-channel signal to give identical 12dB SINAD signals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.0dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blocking</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase over 12dB SINAD level of interfering signal modulated with 400Hz at 1.5kHz deviation to cause 6dB degradation in 12dB SINAD on-channel signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+100kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-100kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+1MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harmonics/Spurii</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th Harmonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spurii</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Squelch Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Threshold 0.13uV pd (4dB SINAD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum 0.357uV pd (&gt;20dB SINAD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Audio Output. Measured at 1kHz on the onset of clipping.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3ohm load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8ohm load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15ohm load</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S-Meter Linearity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indication</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sig. Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rel.Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transmitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TX Power and Current Consumption</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freq MHz</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10.8V Supply</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13.8V Supply</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15.6V Supply</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermodulation Rejection Increase over 12dB SINAD level of two interfering signals giving identical 12dB SINAD on-channel 3rd order intermodulation product.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25/50kHz spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50/100kHz spacing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peak Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.98kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toneburst Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.46kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Nov
Fylde ARS: Equipment sale. The Kite Club, Blackpool Airport.
Stevenage ARS: Computer evening.
Workshop ARS: Natter night.
South Powys ARS: HF Propagation.

2 Nov
Wirral ARS: Chairman's night.
Willenhall DARS: Night on the air.
Norfolk ARC: Informal meeting 7.30pm at 'The Norfolk Dumpling', The Livestock Market, Harford, Norfolk.
Cheshunt DARC: Talk by David Evans, G3OUF.
Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Nr. Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.

3 Nov
Mid-Sussex ARS: Fireworks on the air.
Pontefract DARS: Talk 'Contest Operating' by Dave G4OSY. 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Rd, Pontefract.
Vale of Evesham RAC: 'St Kilda — the island on the edge of the world' by G3WBR.
Horsham ARC: Talk 'Know your sporadic E' by G3NAQ. 8pm. The Guide Hall, Denne Road, Horsham, Sussex. Details from Phil Godbold on Steyning 814516.
Yeovil ARC: Talk 'The Full Wave Dipole' by G3MYM. 7.30pm at The Recreation Centre, Chilton Grove, Yeovil. Details from David Bailey G1MMN, 7 Thatchem Close, Yeovil BA21 3BS.

4 Nov
Loughton DARS: Rainbow & Dove Field weekend planning night. Loughton Hall, Rectory Lane, Loughton, Essex.

5 Nov
Rugby ATS: Fireworks and Barbecue, details from G8TWH QTHR. 
BARTG: AGM Issues included will be possible name change of group. Refreshments provided and further info from Ian Brothwell, G4EAN, 56 Arnot Hill Road, Arnold, Nottingham NG5 6LQ. Tel: (00802) 262369. 2pm at the Churchill Room, London House, Mecklenburgh Square, London WC1.

5/6 Nov
2nd North Wales Radio Rally at Canolfan Aberconwy Centre, Llandudno, N. Wales. Further details from Tony Wilkinson GWVPJ, 1 Langly Close, Penrhyn By. Llandudno LL3 3LN on (0492) 49121 or 75666/Edward Shipton GWODSJ on (0745) 36939.

7 Nov
Todmorden DARS: Visit & Demo by Lowe Electronics. 8pm. Queen Hotel, Todmorden.
Welwyn-Hatfield ARC: Construction competition. Lemsford Village Hall, Brocket Rd, Lemsford.

8 Nov
Rugby ATS: Activity night. 7.30pm. Cricket Pavilion, BTI Radio Station, 'B' building entrance, A5 Trunk Rd, Hillmorton, Rugby.
Dorking DRS: Talk 'Antennas for HF' by Graham G4WOT.
Reading DARC: Berkshire Downs Repeaters, by G4CCC and G8DOR.
Verulam ARC (St. Albans): Activity evening to promote amateur radio to the youth of south-west Herts and north London.
Workshop ARS: 'Call my Bluff' Maltby visit Workshop.

9 Nov
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening. Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Nr. Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.
Norfolk ARC: In trivial pursuit of radio — a quiz. 7.30pm at 'The Norfolk Dumpling', The Livestock Market, Harford, Norwich.
Farnborough ORS: 23rd AGM. 7.30pm. Railway Enthusiasts Club, Hawley Lane, Farnborough.
Details from Tim Fitzgerald, G4UOE, on Camberley 29321.
South Bristol ARC: 2cm cw evening.
Stockport Radio Society: Construction competition.
Pontefract DARS: Committee Meeting. 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Rd, Pontefract.
Salop ARS: Natter night.
Southgate ARC: talk about the RSGB BY Dave Evans G3OUF.
Construction judging for the C6QM trophy. Club activity video.

10 Nov
Mansfield ARS: video evening.
Wimbledon DARS: Talk 'The Noise bridge and its use' by George Cripps, G3DDW. 7.30pm in St. Andrews Church Hall, Herbert Rd, Wimbledon, London SW19. Details from Tom Mansfield, G3ESH, 16 Fir Grove, New Malden, Surrey KT3 6RH. Tel: 01-942-1418.

11 Nov
Fylde ARS: Informal meeting. The Kite Club, Blackpool Airport.

15 Nov
Reading DARC: Berkshire Downs Repeaters, by G4CCC and G8DOR.
Verulam ARC (St. Albans): Activity evening to promote amateur radio to the youth of south-west Herts and north London.
Workshop ARS: 'Call my Bluff' Maltby visit Workshop.
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening. Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Nr. Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.
Norfolk ARC: In trivial pursuit of radio — a quiz. 7.30pm at 'The Norfolk Dumpling', The Livestock Market, Harford, Norwich.
Farnborough ORS: 23rd AGM. 7.30pm. Railway Enthusiasts Club, Hawley Lane, Farnborough.
Details from Tim Fitzgerald, G4UOE, on Camberley 29321.
South Bristol ARC: 2cm cw evening.
Stockport Radio Society: Construction competition.
Pontefract DARS: Committee Meeting. 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Rd, Pontefract.
Salop ARS: Natter night.
Southgate ARC: talk about the RSGB BY Dave Evans G3OUF.
Construction judging for the C6QM trophy. Club activity video.

16 Nov
Norfolk ARC: Informal evening. Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Nr. Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.
Farnborough ORS: 23rd AGM. 7.30pm. Railway Enthusiasts Club, Hawley Lane, Farnborough.
Details from Tim Fitzgerald, G4UOE, on Camberley 29321.
South Bristol ARC: 2cm cw evening.

17 Nov
Mid-Sussex ARS: Talk: 'PCBs' by Dave Wilcox. 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Rd, Pontefract.
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18 Nov
Loughton and District ARS: Film show: films and video from past years of the club, and 1988 field weekends. Hosts are Jack Atkinson G3OPA and John Short G1DJJ. Loughton Hall, Rectory Lane, Loughton, Essex.

20 Nov
Bridgend DARC: Rally. Bring & buy, morse tests, bar. Talk-in on S22. 11am onwards (10.30am for disabled persons) at Bridgend Recreation Centre, Angel St, Bridgend, Mid-Glamorgan. Details from Mike Butler GW6XCG on (0656) 724041.

21 Nov
Todmorden DARS: Natter night. 8pm. Queen Hotel, Todmorden.


22 Nov
Stevenage ARS: Committee meeting.


Wirral DARC: Talk 'Thank God for the Diesel' by Dr D Postlethwaite. 8pm. Irby Cricket Club, Irby Mill Rd, Irby, Wirral.

Reading DARC: AGM.

Verulam ARC (St. Albans): Inter-club Annual Great Erg Race.

23 Nov
Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening. Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Nr Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.


Farnborough DRS: Chairman’s evening. 7.30pm. Railway Enthusiasts Club, Hawley Lane, Farnborough. Details from Tim Fitzgerald G4UQE on Camberley 29321.

South Bristol ARC: Free ice cream evening. Stockport Radio Society: Underwater DXing by G4SYE. (We presume this is a talk rather than a demonstration.)

24 Nov
Pontefract DRAS: On the air night. 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Rd, Pontefract.

Salop ARS: HF on the air night.

Southgate ARC: Demo RTTY station by club member.

25 Nov
Mansfield ARS: Contest Operating, by D Cree G3TEK.

27 Nov
Verulam ARC (St. Albans): 4th Verulam Amateur Radio Rally at St. Albans City Hall from 11am to 5.30pm. Club and trade stands, talk-in on 2m, bring and buy, prize draw, food and bar. Easy access from London and M25. Entrance £1.00. Details from hillary, G4JKS, St. Albans 59318 or Walter G3PXM, Kings Langley 62180.

28 Nov
RSGB City of Bristol Group: Annual home construction contest together with ballot for best lecture of 1988. 7.30pm. Small Lecture Theatre, Queens Building, University of Bristol.

29 Nov

Workspot ARS: Natter night.

30 Nov
Norfolk ARC: Informal & Committee Meeting. 7.30pm at 'The Norfolk Dumpling', The Livestock Market, Harford, Norwich.

Wirral DARC: Social & Presentation evening. 8pm. Irby Cricket Club, Irby Mill Rd, Irby, Wirral.

South Bristol ARC: Bring and Buy sale.

1 Dec
Pontefract DARS: Talk 'Logic Gates' by Bill G4ZVB 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Road, Pontefract.

2 Dec
Loughton DARS: Night on the air on club callsign C4ONP. Loughton Hall, Rectory Lane, Loughton, Essex.

5 Dec
Brantree and DARS: Cheese and Wine Christmass party.

Todmorden DARS: George Dobbs Annual Christmas Lecture. 8pm. Queen Hotel, Todmorden.

Welwyn-Hatfield ARC: AGM. Lemsford Village Hall, Brocket Road, Lemsford.


6 Dec
Fylde ARS: Construction competition. The Kite Club, Blackpool Airport.

Midland ARS: Christmas party.

Reading and DARC: Construction contest. Stevenage ARS: Junk sale.

Workspot ARS: Video night.

South Powys ARC: Talk 'Plugs and sockets — getting power in/out of units — safely!'

Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening. Church Room, Church Lane, Wormley, Nr Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.

Derby DARS: Junk sale.

South Bristol ARC: Judging for Terry Dunsford Trophy.

Willenhall DARS: Night on the air.

Pontefract DARS: Committee meeting. 8pm. Carleton Community Centre, Carleton Road, Pontefract.

Salop ARS: Natter night.

Southgate ARC: AGM and Club awards.

Yeovil ARC: The new licence conditions.
9 Dec  Mansfield ARS: Quiz.
12 Dec  RSGB City of Bristol Group: Christmas party.
13 Dec  Malvern Hills RAC: AGM 8pm. Red Lion, St
      Annes Road, Malvern, Worcs.
      Dorking DRS: Informal meeting.
      Workop ARS: Natter night.
      Reading and District ARS: Christmas Dinner.
14 Dec  Cheshunt DARC: Christmas Cabaret by Roy and
      Karen. Church Lane, Wormley, Nr Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.
      Farnborough DRS: Christmas Social 7.30pm.
      Railway Enthusiasts Club, Hawley Lane,
      Farnborough. Details from Tim Fitzgerald G4UQE on Camberley 29321.
      Derby and District ARS: Christmas Party in the
      club room.
      South Bristol ARC: Christmas Carol Evening.
      Stockport Radio Society: AGM
15 Dec  Pontefract DARS: Christmas Party. 8pm. Carleton
      Community Centre, Carleton Road, Pontefract.
      Vale of Evesham RAC: Christmas drink and
      get-together.
      Salop ARS: Video night: sixth in a series on
      electronic tuition.
      Yeovil ARC: Circular polarisation.
16 Dec  Loughton DARS: Rainbow & Dove Field weekend
      planning night. Loughton Hall, Rectory Lane,
      Loughton, Essex.
17 Dec  Workop ARS: Annual dinner and dance.
19 Dec  Todmorden DARS: Natter night. 8pm. Queen
      Hotel, Todmorden.
      Welwyn-Hatfield ARC: Christmas social.
      Braintree DARS: Informal evening.
20 Dec  Fylde ARS: Hot Pot supper. The Kite Club,
      Blackpool Airport.
      Reading DARC: Informal evening in the bar.
      Rugby ATS: Sherry & mince pie evening. Details from
      G8TWH QTHR.
      Stevenage ARS: Quiz night.
      Worksop ARS: A night on the air.
      South Powys ARC: Social evening.
21 Dec  Cheshunt DARC: Natter evening. Church Room,
      Church Lane, Wormley, Nr Cheshunt, Herts. 8pm.
      Pontefract DARS: On the air night. 8pm. Carleton
      Community Centre, Carleton Road, Pontefract.
      Derby DARS: Constructors’ contest.
      Salop ARS: Christmas social.
      Yeovil ARC: Mince pies on the air.
22 Dec  Rugby ATS: Annual Christmas dinner at the
      Hunstman, Dunchurch. Details from G8TWH
      QTHR.
23 Dec  Rugby ATS: No meeting, however members are
      invited for informal evening at ‘The Bull’, Clifton.
      Yeovil ARC: Operating and natter night.
27 Dec  Rugby ATS: Christmas Social 7.30pm.
29 Dec  Loughton DARS: Early New Year drinks. Victoria
      Tavern, Loughton.
30 Dec  Loughton DARS: Early New Year drinks. Victoria
      Tavern, Loughton.

1989

2 Jan    Todmorden DARS: Construction competition.
         8pm. Queen Hotel, Todmorden.
3 Jan    Reading DARC: Packet Radio by G3WGV.
9 Jan    Stourbridge & DARS: Natter/On-air night. Robin
         Woods Centre, Beauty Bank, Stourbridge.
13 Jan   Mansfield ARS: Antenna construction.
16 Jan   Todmorden DARS: Natter night. 8pm. Queen
         Hotel, Todmorden.
27 Dec   Mansfield ARS: Junk Sale
29 Jan   NARSA: Norbreck Radio & Electronics 1989
         Exhibition at the Norbreck Castle Exhibition
         Centre, Blackpool. Details from Peter Denton,
         G6CGF on 051-630 5790.
6 Feb    Todmorden DARS: AGM. 8pm. Queen Hotel,
         Todmorden.
20 Feb   Stourbridge & DARS: Natter/On-air night. Robin
         Woods Centre, Beauty Bank, Stourbridge.
6 Mar    Stourbridge & DARS: Constructors competition.
         Robin Woods Centre, Beauty Bank, Stourbridge.
20 Mar   Stourbridge & DARS: AGM. Robin Woods Centre,
         Beauty Bank, Stourbridge.
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The past couple of months have been very interesting down at the CW end of the bands. There has been a variety of good contests and to add to this the bands have been in good shape. It is also encouraging to see the number of new G0 calls which have been appearing on CW working DX and also chatting. Hopefully this will be a continuing trend and it is one which all CW users should encourage. It very much goes to show that CW can be enjoyed by newcomers as well as old hands.

But to start with something which affects all CW users from time to time.

Which Key?

When the time comes to buy a key the choice is not always as simple as it may appear at first. Part of the reason is because there is a very wide choice. There are all sorts of government surplus keys on the second-hand market. Then there is an enormous choice in new keys. These ones range from the very cheap at around £5 or less, through the middle of the range at around £25 to the top of the range keys at £100 or more.

The government surplus type keys can sometimes be very good. Unfortunately these ones tend to fetch high prices these days as they are becoming collectors items.

Turning to the new keys the first piece of advice is to forget the cheap end of the market. Keys costing £5 or less are very flimsy and will not be easy or comfortable to operate.

Moving up the price range to the £25 bracket there are the Hi-Mound keys. This range is quite wide and they offer keys with different handles, different base weights and so forth. If one of these is being considered it might be worth taking a trip to the local stockist, or seeing them at a rally to find out which suits you best. It is also worth remembering that not all the stockists have the complete range so it pays to look around. Of this range I have used the HK 708 and found it quite acceptable. It has a reasonably heavy base and a strip of rubber round the edge to stop it slipping around the table. The handle, or knob, is about the right height and it is very easy to use.

At the top end of the price scale there are a number of hand crafted keys. As one would expect, they are nice to own and use, but may not be worth the cost if they are not going to be used frequently. Even so, it would be interesting to take a closer look at some of them in a future issue of HRT.

The Mail

Angie Sitton G0HGA wrote a very interesting and long letter about her reasons for enjoying CW. Being a musician she loves the sound of it, especially if it is well sent high speed morse. In fact Angie, who wrote an article which appeared in the Autumn '88 issue of Morsum Magnificat, is now a member of HSC (High Speed Club). In spite of this she is still more than willing to slow down and send at the same speed as the other operators when the need arises.

Another person who wrote in with his reasons for liking morse was Eddie Renny G4RWP. He says that he used HFSSB when he was first licenced but quickly became disillusioned with it because of the lack of replies. Turning to CW he found that contacts were more plentiful and just as rewarding, if not more so. In many ways it is not surprising that CW brings more replies because it is possible to read it at much lower signal strengths. This means that it is not necessary to have a six element tribander and a kilowatt to contact someone. Another reason may be that CW stations do not seem as intent on contacting only DX as do
many of the sideband stations. D. Lennard G4ZHK was another correspondent. In his letter he reminds us of some of the QRQ transmissions which can be heard on the bands. He mentions that W1AW run by the ARRL sends a number of transmissions during the week. Unfortunately the times change occasionally so it is best to consult a recent copy of QST. Another QRQ run is transmitted by VERUN, the Dutch Amateur Radio Society. They transmit on 3.6MHz from PAOAA every Friday at 1930 GMT. On the last Friday of every month they transmit a proficiency test with speed from 15 to 40 words per minute. They do not award certificates. Nearer home, the Royal Naval Amateur Radio Society organise a QRQ run on the first Tuesday of each month on 3.62MHz at local time, ie GMT or BST. There are several two minute runs with speeds ranging from 15 to 40 words per minute. It is also possible to obtain a certificate for submitting a passage with no errors. The details for this are descibed in the newsletter the list of members grows. In fact the number has risen to over 300 and rising, and there are still more who are interested. The person to contact is Geo Longden G3ZQS, 119 Cemetery Road, Darwen, Lancs BB3 2LZ.

Recentlly Fists, along with a number of other CW groups and individuals, have been writing to the RSGB about a proposed Amtor mail box on 7.03MHz. As everyone knows, this is inside the CW section of 40 metres, which is small enough as it is. On top of this it is the 40 metre QRP calling frequency. Fortunately it now appears that the people who were proposing this have now seen sense and it will probably not come to fruition. It does go to show that we must be very watchful not to allow the CW ends of the bands to be cluttered up with a whole host of sundry signals, especially on frequencies which are already allocated.

**News and Events**

The CW Fists Club is still growing rapidly. Every time I receive the newsletter the list of members grows. In fact the number has risen to over 300 and rising, and there are still more who are interested. The person to contact is Geo Longden G3ZQS, 119 Cemetery Road, Darwen, Lancs BB3 2LZ.

Recentlly Fists, along with a number of other CW groups and individuals, have been writing to the RSGB about a proposed Amtor mail box on 7.03MHz. As everyone knows, this is inside the CW section of 40 metres, which is small enough as it is. On top of this it is the 40 metre QRP calling frequency. Fortunately it now appears that the people who were proposing this have now seen sense and it will probably not come to fruition. It does go to show that we must be very watchful not to allow the CW ends of the bands to be cluttered up with a whole host of sundry signals, especially on frequencies which are already allocated.

A reminder for those interested in contests that the CW section of the QO World Wide contest is on the weekend of the 26th and 27th of November. This event is normally very good, and with the current upsurge in band conditions it should be better than ever. In fact it would be well worth having a good look around ten metres, which is very lively at the moment.

Another contest for those with space for big aerals: the ARRL 160 metre contest is to be held on the weekend of 3rd and 4th of December.

**Sign Off**

That's it this time. Thanks for all the letters which have been sent in. Please remember to keep them coming in. My address is 144 Worple Road, Staines, Middlesex TW18 1EO, or if you don't have this copy of the magazine to hand it is QTHR. So 'til next time BCNU etc 73 de Ian.
FOR SALE

ICOM 290/H/D M/M two metre transceiver 1/25 watts incorporating microcomputer, memory scan two VFOs USB LSB noise blanker CW ECT complete with power cable microphone, brackets and manual used six hours in health compels sale. £425.

Jaybeam MBM48/70 Antenna £8855 247 Herefordshire complete with power cable LSB noise blanker CW ECT metre transceiver 1/25 watts ICOM 290/H/D M/M two.

JAYBEAM 14ELE Parabeartp HAM International Concord 111 FRG7 or WHV. Telephone: general coverage receiver receiver £40. or will exchange Antenna £20. Realistic DX160 £100 ono. Jaybeam Q6/2M MMT/432/285 transverter + 70CM microwave modules aged but in working order. RX type 358X. Extremely suitable to 28MHz converter with IF telescopic tower with guy only 6 months, £19. Also 38h Antenna for 145MHz us around £80. 0283 221870. ;'

50 watt power supply unit G5RV Antenna patch leads etc 40 watt power model AM -601 home brew original hand held mike plus mint condition, plus manual Phone 05477 273.

Beguildy, will answer.

R1116 receiver, WS18 trans Rotary PSU sell, swap WHY. C45, C42, similar. SUTR24V will split. All readers ads!

FOR SALE, valves 812A (1) KT88 (6) QVO5-25 (3) TYZ-125 (3) , receiver hallclicer S72 monitor Pye 19inch B/W offers. Phone Wokingham 782236.

Yaesu FRG-7 communications receiver, as new, mint condition, instruction booklet and workshop manual. No modifications, all complete. £130 ono. Tel: Wigan (0942) 712691.

GRUNDIG Satellite 300 3.9 to 22MHz LW MW SW VHF digital readout keyboard or manual tuning clock bant mains C/W manuals memory for all frequencies, £100. Belcom VHF/FM Marine transceiver Prestine condition only used for RX channels 128-68.88 continues monitor Channel 16 all mounting hardware reason for sale Venture fell through one month old. £150. 051 521 7794 ask for Eddie.

MIRAGE E108 Linear amp 2½ watts input 25 watts output or 10 watts input 80 watts output, used only 5 times, so have decided that it is not needed FM or SSB capability mint condition, bargain at £88. Mike, York 0904 422773.

115A receiver Zenith 19 set unmoded excellent condition, Zenith transonic mains / battery 1940 7 model good condition, 88 sets - 2 + amplifiers. Phone Mike working offers Kidderminster 752088 send for list of values and equipment for sale. TRIO 100R plus FM. 28/2m TNSVTR. SMC 10m FM. FT770 VHF. 30w/70 Linear. 143/149MHz TNCVR. Variable output. HM4001KT RTTY, hardly used. IC2E H/H H/D Bicad H/D case FT902 mobile power leads. IDAWE 6106 output meter. Trio MC35S N/C mike. New. H/Duty bracket for 6WP/HF to car towing bracket. - Tel: (04731) 830147 anytime.

1155 with 6V6 output stage built in separate PSV with speaker inbuilt, £55. Pye-160 £22. Base station required tuning from 456MHz to 432MHz 12MHz Xtais in RXEX £35. Buyer collects. - 290 Priory Road, St Denys, Southampton SO2 2LS.

FT290R Nicads, charger, base use only, mint condition. £270. Also two 2m-40g all mode Linear amp/pre-amp 1-3w in 30-40w out. Mint condition, £50 or £310 both. Would accept IC201 or similar PT/Ex. - Dover 0304 821790.

FM METERS mobile rig standard C8900, 10 watts, excellent condition, only 1 inch high, with mobile mast and manuale. - Chas 764 6767.


HEATHERLITE 2m explorer 4CX350A valve for sale, £450. G1HOW QTHR. - Tel: Bourneend 21131 with guarantee.

FOR sale Yaesu FT290 with Mutek and Nicads. Plus charger, case and 5/6 mobile Antenna. Also 30 watt Linear and 2 flexi-whip Antennas. The lot £225. - Tel: Mike, Leatherhead 373241.

JRC NRDD515 receiver, NDH518 memory, speaker, all absolutely superb as new condition and boxed, the Rolls Royce of shortwave receivers, 96 memories 6 modes inc RTTY, probably the finest equipment available, £1200 worth. Bargain for someone £650. - Brixham (08045) 2572.

FOR sale FL2100Z Linear amp, £475 or swap for similar priced equipment. WHY. - K. Macleod, Hillhead Cottage, Ardersier, Inverness IV12QW. Tel: 0667 62828 evenings, weekend.

FOR sale WW2 equipment 19 set Canadian and British and Ancillary equipment, 62 set, C12, A14, forfex buy inspects and collects. - John, 0903 41810, after 7 pm and at weekends.

REALISTIC DX-302 as new, £150 ono. Any information on a FT770 FM board, new or secondhand or FP701YM35, PC707, FV707DM. - M. A. Thomas, PO Box 2, Aberdare, South Wales, CF44 7AD.

BELCOM LS102L 26 to 30 MHZS, £195. FDK MULI 750E, 2 meter multimode, £200. - Andy, 049481 3218.

RUSSIAN 8 bands AM/FM Selina radio, as new, £30. Also wanted RF8000 National Panasonic radio. - 0462 336900 evenings.

PORTABLE Commodore, 5 x 64 computer, built in monitor and disc drive, exchange for transceiver or receiver. Also 8 trap diapole, £20. - 01 592 7800 daytime, 0277 823434 evenings.

HEATH SB104A with PH1144 power supply, condition as new, £275. Prefer buyer collects. - ted, 0304 372094.
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Jeffrey, 42 to Oltal Weston-Super-Mare, Avon each ono inc P & P. - S. P. Martin, 24 Collingwood Close, Weston-Super-Mare, Avon BS22 9PD.

VALVES 500 at low prices. 30L6GT 35L6GT 25L6GT 35Z4GT 25Z4GT 25Z4GT 12T7GT 12T7GT 12Z7GT 12Z7GT 12G7T 6V same than many others. All boxed unused. SAE please, sorry have sold all HRO types, prior to Oltal bases. - A. E. Jeffrey, 42 Dennis Road, Padstow, Cornwall. PL28 8DF.

FOR sale 400 pounds You's FRG 9600 Mk2 with PA4C adaptor average 60-950 MHz also AKD to plug into Antenna socket to cover 100KHz - 60MHz. - 01 228 4835.

GARRARD 301 3 speed transcription motor, machined strobe markings on turntable with original packing, very good condition, £55. - 0703 466506.

COMMODORE VIC20, PSU, leads and cartridges, vgc, will swap for frequency counter, 11 meter transceiver and PSU, or £40 ono. - Cowes (09831 293037), after 4.30 pm weekdays.

YAESU counter type YC500E top model 02PPM manual, mint boxed, £250 ono. REG EGS. - Tel: York 768545.

YAESU FT726 only 2 metre fitted, vgc, exchange TS440S or similar general coverage HF transceiver or sell £50. Transverter MMT430/144 with shift, as new, £85. - 0606-43344 G1BA Paul.

YAESU FT290R 144-148MHz Nicads charger case, boxed, as new, £280. No offers. GWYR (0226) 716477.

TRIO 2300 2M FM portable, very good condition, plus ten Ni-cads, £100. - Tel: 0383 822206 (File).

CONVERTERS 144-148 MHz and 432-436 MHz. Microwave modules, 28 MHz output. Archer (Tandy) 5 Element Discose aerial 50-512 MHz the lot for £50 ono. Wanted Trio 2300GX for cash or part exchange with above items, plus cash. - Tamworth (0287) 580004.

2 METRE "Slim Jim" Antenna almost new, tuned 145 MHz, £6. - 0422 539797.

FTONE Yaesu superb general coverage HF all mode transceiver, most filters fitted, including Curtis Keyer and FM, excellent example and performer, £895. G4GFL TQR 01 953 9621 home, 953 9021 work. Newbrain computer boxed, as new, £45 including some programs.

EDDYSTONE EC958/7 professional high stab receiver 19KHz - 30MHz, 19inch rack mounting, £280. Datong active Antenna AD370 (outdoor) £40. TR508 RTTY outfitting, RX TX Radsotu TU, monitor TV, cassette, plus software, £85. - Tel: G3KLV Northampton 0604 48091, after 6 pm.

YAESU FT 290R Nicads charger $0ft case boxed, mint condition, £250 ono. Communications receiver, Realistic DX 302 digital read out 0.3-39MHz AC/DC battery, mint condition, boxed, £150 ono. - Stuart, (Knowle) 77370 (Birmingham area).

VINTAGE Military type 38 walkie talkie sets, vgc, £50 for pair. US army telephone test set EEE-65, as new, £35. Taylor valve tester, in perfect condition, £40. Taylor Multi Range sig. gen. vgc, £25. - Tel: Bookham (0372 or 31) 52555.

YAESU FT 200 HF Bands 3.5 to 30 MHz FC902 Ant. tuner PSU unit, £385 ono. Tel: 01 393896 or write to 16 Seapark Drive, Clontarf Dublin.

YAESU FT480 2 meter mode transceiver, vgc in box with full manual, £300. - Tel: 0468 288915 ask for David.

FOR sale Sommerkamp FT2772MKM (1012D) built in CW narrow filter, own power supply used for SWC plus G5RW full length PKOTEL AM601 base mic offers around £450. Kenwood AT230 boxed as new, never been used, offers around £100. - Dave on Southampton 456218.

Various german service/radio/equipments, parts, literature, etc wanted for museum purposes. No need for being in working condition. Also wanted British gear: CM 65-66, "Electra" rcvr, R028 VHF rcvr, T190 Transam, various remote controls, C-D-F-H. Collecting UK. For swaps or sale: Collins Radio Co. S1 J 4G 0.5-30 MHz with all 3 mech. filters. Siemens GC rcvr Funk 745. Both in GWC. W5 19, 38, 68. 02140 ROTTSTAD, Vejdammen 5, DK 2840 Holte, Denmark. Tel: 01452-801875.

YAESU FT23OR 2m FM transceiver, sun 7th mobile Antenna with gutter mount, Jaybeam LR1 Colinear base Antenna with mast, brackets, etc, regulated power supply, £150 for quick sale. - John 021-445-3577.


SONY ICR480, 6 band, MW and 5 Shortwave bands; banded; pocketable: LED tuning, indicator, case, £25. Hitachi WM20 shortwave Transverter, 13-19 metres, 9 band; all pushbuttons; for car radio or base use, £20. BSR 8 track stereodeck, £60. G4IOF, TQR 01 722 7040.

GLOBAL AT1000 antenna tuner used once, brand new, still boxed, £60 inc P&P. Also four Airband Crystals 120.50, 124.20, 133.60 and 133.70, for DR600-512 Scanners; all four £5 or £1.50 each. - Ring Walsall (0222) 644051.

YAESU FT290R Nicads and Charger, boxed as new, £300. Pye Olympic (FM) 12 channel, four channels fitted, speaker and mic converted to 4 mtr, £80. Tristar 744 multimode CB converted to 10mtr, £80. - Gravesend 357795.

COLOUR Genie Computer, RTTY/CW split screen type ahead, tunicator, b/w TV, recorder, ready to go on air. Hardly used, £120 ono. - Phone Noel 0473-49139, Ipswich, G32LN.


TONNA 9 element crossed for 2 metres, £35. MM Transverter 28MHz-70cms, £69. QTHR. - Tel (daytime) 0423 68954, extn 262, G4IOF, Mike.

IC R70 Communications Receiver, 0-30MHz, AM/SSB/CW/RTTY/FM, B/P,T/R,NOTCH R.F. gain, dual/AGC/VFO, N.B/M/Pre-Att, AD-270 active/A 0-30MHz, good condition, like new, £550 ono. - 49 Gaythorne Road, West Bowling, Bradford 5, BDS 7ES.

FOR SALE Electronic Components: 5v Regulators, Diodes, Transistors, Capacitors, Resistors, PCB Pin Connectors, Heatshinks, Fuses etc (several items available in bulk quantity). - For full details, Mr D Griffiths, 2 Lodge Hill, Caerleon, Newport, Gwent NP6 1DA (0633) 420218.
WANTED: 1920s or 30s wireless parts (radio components) and shortwave or amateur receivers. Also interested in Collins equipment. Please phone 0904 794589.

HELP! Circuit diagram or manual wanted urgently for a Halcrafters 36A VHF Rx. Please write to Mark Whittington, GTVK, PO Box 98, Hastings, East Sussex TN34 3QQ.

WANTED for Yaesu 7700, a MU7700 memory unit, good condition. Please phone A. G. Cheesworth, Lau 5934, evenings/weekends.

WANTED, Yaesu FL2100Z HF linear amp. Must be in good condition. Ring Tony G4VTQ QTHR. Dorking 0306 885533.

WANTED, N type connectors for Cellflex HCF 3/4" 500hm coax (the correct ones, not Andrews 44ASW!) also wanted Andrews FSJ-450B coax 5/8" 50ohm superflexible, any lengths considered. Contact lan on 0676 40744 after 6 pm.

EDDYSTONE EC1 receiver wanted. Must be in good condition. Working preferred but receiver in non-working but undamaged condition considered. Offers to D. J. Hall, 37 Clearbrook Close, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 7BS.

WANTED, British MK123 Tx-Rx in good working order, with accessories and manual. Also Class D wavemeter, preferably 250mW, matched to 50 ohms. Wanted by much hospitalised O.A.P. Glynn, 41 Crossways Avenue, East Grinstead, Sussex. Tel. East Grinstead 22967.

WANTED, NATO 2000, must be in good condition, for sale. Trio R2200 in mint condition, £400 ovno. 0283 220870.

WANTED, Dynancoscilloscope, side panels, amplifier and timebase to suit display units, type 7100, 7110 and 7210 and any data for the above. Tel. Ron (Falikir) 0324 483153.

WANTED, HF transceiver FT1012D, IC720, IC740 or Trio 8205, FT757 and A.T.U. to match. 086-87 23808 after 6 pm.

WANTED, Service trader sheets on valves/wirelesses 1930-1960, also data and/or operating instructions for Lafayette tube and transistortester model TE-21. Contact Tom Valentine, 38 Grampian View, Montrouge, Angus DD10 9X5. Tel. 0674-76503.

WANTED, ATC converter 70cm or 23cm microwave modules or similar, also any ATV computer programmes for Sinclair Spectrum. Phone evenings or weekends, Brian GIJUB, 0765 46269.

OMEGA transceiver by CSWPO PCB patterns for VFO and CIPFU wanted, or boards already made or complete or incomplete transceiver or bits or instruction manual. Kenwood/Trio R-820 also wanted. Tel. Donald Anderson G0MBT QTHR, Nairn (0667) 532255.

WANTED, Ham International Multimode or Jumbo for conversion to 6m. Phone Jim 0467 22381 evenings.

WANTED for O.A.P. power pack for 19 set or for R1155 O.A.P. power pack for 19 set or for R1155 power pack. 0287-34397 (daytime).

WANTED: YAESU FC707 ATU wanted. For 3 Y2" Myford Lathe plus many accessories. - Details: Syd, Bursledon TR3500. Details, price, Syd 0467 22381 evenings/weekends.

WANTED, YAESU FC707 ATU and FP707 power supply. - Tel. 061 366 0130.

WANTED PS5305 or similar equipment, in exchange deal for 3 1/2" Myford Lathe plus many accessories. - Details: Geoff, 41 Penn Grove, Norwich NR3 3JZ.

WANTED, urgent, handbook for Yaesu FRG7 or copy will do. - Tel. Little Chertington 202, Oxford, after 8pm. Also wanted ERA micro reader, will pay £70.

WANTED: 1815 for cash. - Details: Syd, Bursledon TR3500. Details, price, Syd 0467 22381 evenings/weekends.

WANTED: Icom R71 for cash. - Details: Syd, Bursledon TR3500. Details, price, Syd 0467 22381 evenings or weekends, Brian 0287-34397.

WANTED: HAS anyone built HRO back to ex/speaker for the FRG7700, most urgent. - Contact M Dunn, 50 Coventry Avenue, Grimsby, 5th Humberside DN34 5EQ.

WANTED: HF transceiver FT77, FT707, TS120, TS130. Argosy would also consider FT130, TS530 or similar. Also interested in Heathkit HW7, Century 22 or similar. - GM4SVM (0786) 75834.

WANTED: Any Ham International TX/RX, preferably a multimode MkI or II. Must be in full working order and in good condition. Don't hesitate, call: cash waiting. - Tel. Gary on (0504) 46313, after 6pm.

WANTED: Yaesu FV707 DM (VFO), with leads and manual if possible. I have a DNT 40 CNI CB with in-built mains unit or cash. Details: Syd, Bursledon (042121) 4333, evenings after 19.00 till m/night.

WANTED: Icom RT71 for cash or part exchange Trio 2000 with VC10 VHF converter and cash. - 01-556 5131.

WANTED: Mobile car mounting bracket for Yaesu FT290 Mk1. If anyone has one to sell please telephone — Paul
Davis on 021-352-1378. Someone always in, so please leave a number for me to get back to you; thank you.

URGENTLY WANTED: 2 element 10mtr Yagi antenna, such as the HB10FT2T by Tet or HB9CV or the G2BAR model also considered. Aerial must be in good condition, strong made etc. No CB antennas please. Your telephone calls most welcome. - Ted, Midcalder 880345.


WANTED: Circuit or manual on Ham International LA120 solid state linear, urgent. - Reg, 0904 765845.

EXCHANGE October '83 red Honda C90. Low mileage. Excellent condition worth £300+. Wanted 2 metre and/or 70cm multimode rig. G40JB QTHR. 0784 35737.

EXCHANGE Trio TS 900 HF. SEM. ATU audio filter. Low pass filter SWR meter etc. For screw cutting model engineers lathe. Tel: Cumbria 0657 4827 after 6pm.

SWOP RFG 9600 scanning receiver 60-960MHz all mode as new and boxed. For FT757 or FT77 or FT707 and ATU must be in full working order, cash adjustment either way. Tel: 0903 35689 evenings.

EXCHANGE Apple 2 Europlus computer with Epson printer, 2 disc drives, green monitor, starter and Apple writer discs and manuals for FRG9600, dual band rig, or FT707. In good working condition. Javed, Tel: 061 792 6067.

EXCHANGE, Technics SXU50 electronic organ (cost new £1725), many features, voice setting computer, memory, etc. Excellent condition, value around £800, for gen coverage HF transceiver or WHY. Also wanted Trio SMC30 speaker/mic. Dover 0304 821790.

EXCHANGE realistic PR2009 scanner 66-88, 144-174, 410-512MHz with Tandy base station aerial. All in excellent condition, for general coverage receiver ie Yaesu, Trio in similar condition, or sell scanner and aerial for £120. Phone Maidstone 639318.

SWAP my Fujica ST605N camera Vivitar 28 200mm zoom flashgun. 2MF transceiver Jama T1510S 10W mobile or 1W portable plus sundries for 2M multimode rig. also have VTX 5000 moden for Spectrum plus 48K. Ring Barry 07977 651 Kent area.

EXCHANGE compressed air breathing set, ex fire brigade, fully re-conditioned with cylinder test certificate for HF / VHF/ VHF RX for SWL or WHY willing to make cash adjustment. Narrow, 43 Broad Oak, Bilton, Hull. Hull 4BS. Tel: 0482 813439.

EXCHANGE or sell TR9000 2M multimode, Canon T70 SLR camera, zoom lens etc, complete 8mm cine outfit. Wants modern HF rig, Belcom LS102L, 10M QRO Linear, or WHY many other items wanted, split cash adjustment etc. Steve, Ely 727204 daytimes.

EXCHANGE my HW8 QRP rig in vgc plus power pack for HF receiver or will exchange plus cash for FT290R 2 metre rig. Phone Geoff 0484 645923.

EXCHANGE, new one litre short engine for Metro, also new turbocharger for 1300 engine and cash for any of the following makes of H.F. 160 – 10m transceiver Icom Yaesu Trio, Chris G1 TUV, New Romney 0679 64139.

EXCHANGE FT703 for FT708R must have H2Y7A. Contact Graham Wootton, 34 St Martin’s House, Churchyard Road, Tipton DY48A.

EXCHANGE Kenwood TR9500 and B09 system base 70cms transceiver, as new and Yaesu FT721R with 11 modules for £20 £21.52 £23 and most repeaters for Yaesu FT726R preferably with 50MHz module or WHY.

Phone Andy GU1WDT on 0481 49112.

HAVE for exchange. Texas T199/4A computer modular power unit, 4 leads TRS80 (Tandy) computer keyboard. Lots radio gear. Wanted Spectrum bits. J. Brown, 45 Marlborough Avenue, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4HS.

EXCHANGE immaculate AR 88RX with original manual also ausrstar 360FM suitable for conversion to 10 meters. Wanted working FT200 or similar must have 11 meters, all letters answered. Contact Robert McClung, 15 Rossaganna Drive, Eden Carrigfergus, Co Antrim, N. Ireland.

EXCHANGE Hornby model railway set including four controllers, track and locos worth £300+. Also Chinon 2000GL standard B/Super 8 projector. Also small Mamo stationary steam engine. Will exchange the lot for 2 metre multimode. Phone 091 438 5115, after 4.30pm, ask for Graeme.

EXCHANGE Hangear PMX ATU preselector, mains powered, cost £78, June 87, mint, for Datong audio filter FL2, same condition or sell £40. No 1 Kent Gardens, Hettone-Le-Tyne, Wear DH5 9LA, Tel: 091 5267902.

EXCHANGE TR9130 Multimode, car bracket, excellent condition for FT290R MKII should consider older 290R in excellent condition with amp plus cash or sell 9130, £375. Waters, 42 Tregundy Road, Perranporth, Cornwall, TR11 4HS.


EXCHANGE ST5MC Ritty terminal unit and DX160 general coverage receiver in five bands, will exchange for 27MHz Multimode rig with USB LSB.

EXCHANGE or Sale, Sony ICF 2001 receiver 150kHz-30MHz FM/AM/SW/76-108MHz SSB scan, direct entry, memories, etc. Used very little, still in box + PSU + manual, £160 or KW2000 or sim. WHY? or good II metre equipment. - R. McClurg, 26 Edendale Ave, Eden Carrigfergus, Co Antrim BT38 7NP.

EXCHANGE Diawa Search 9 2m receiver with Svolt power pack for good HF receiver ATU or will purchase ATU if available. - L Rogers, 07356 2476.

EXCHANGE, Sale, Trio 9130 2m multimode, excellent, for FT290RII, would take FM unit with cash adjustment. LS02 + cash or good quality Camera, Nikon 301, OM40, FX103, etc. or sell 9130 £325. T Waters, 42 Tregundy Road, Perranporth, Cornwall TR6 0EF.

EXCHANGE: DTC382 Dateterminal & communications teleprinter, all built in interfaces, vgc; for HF communications RX 1.8 to 3.00 MHz. - Apply DW. Montgomery, 18 St Danys Close, Sth Killingholme, Grimsby, Sth Humberside DN40 3X. All enquiries answered.

EXCHANGE: 'C' mount TV zoom lens, XiteX (USA) RTTY, PC Board drives teleprinter, RS232, swap for computer bits. J Brown, 45 Marlborough Avenue, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4HS.

EXCHANGE: RTTY set up, 48K Spectrum Interface I microdrive Scarab Interface and cassette TU1000 terminal unit plus Gifty RTTY microdrive cassette. Plus all leads, booms etc. Boxed. For Icom or Trio handheld 2mtr or 70cm with charger. - Write to, G4XPP OTHR.

SWAP RB4 Crystals for RB14 for PFI's. - Phone 0305 675262.

EXCHANGE/SALE: Heathkit ET3400 microprocessor trainer, microprocessor course, plus experimental components. Exchange amateur radio receiver/transceiver, WHY? or sell £200. - Phone 03428 2843, after 8pm. Also wanted circuit for Pye W30AM.

MARCO 747 multi-mode transceiver, 120 channel, vgc, ideal for 10 metre conversion. Swap for shortwave receiver 0-30MHz, digital display. - Please contact Tom Valentine, PO Box 4, Montrose, Angus (all letters answered). Tel: 0674-76503.
Free Readers Ads!

Buy, sell or exchange your gear through our free service to readers.

1. These advertisements are offered as a free service to readers who are not engaged in buying or selling the same equipment or services on a commercial basis. Readers who are should contact our advertising department who will be pleased to help.

2. Advertisements will be inserted as and when space becomes available.

3. The insertion of advertisements will be on a first come, first served basis; subject to condition

4. Readers should either write out their advertisement in BLOCK CAPITALS or type it. The first word will appear in bold.

5. The magazine cannot accept any responsibility for printers’ errors in the advertisements. However, we will do our best to ensure that legibly written advertisements are reproduced correctly. In the event of a gross error, at the Editor’s discretion, a corrected version of the advertisement will be printed (at the advertiser’s request) in the earliest issue in which space is available.

6. The magazine or its publishers will not accept responsibility for the contents of the advertisements, and by acceptance of these conditions, the advertiser undertakes to indemnify the publisher against any legal action arising out of the contents of the advertisement.

7. The magazine reserves the right to refuse to accept or to delete sections of advertisements where this is judged necessary. Illegal CB equipment is not acceptable unless specified as suitable for conversion to amateur or legal CB frequencies.

8. Advertisements are accepted in good faith; however, the publisher cannot be held responsible for any untruths or misrepresentations in the advertisement, nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.

9. Advertisers must fill in their names, addresses and (if available) telephone number in the space provided, and sign the form to indicate acceptance of these conditions (forms returned without a signature will not be used).

10. All that is to be reproduced in the advertisement should be entered into the space provided on the form printed in the magazine. A photocopy is only accepted if accompanied by the corner of this page. All advertisements must give either a telephone number or address for respondents to contact or both - these must be included in the advertisement.

11. Advertisements must be 40 words or less in length including the address or phone number. Telephone numbers normally count as two words, exchange or exchange code plus number.

---

Name

Address

I accept the conditions above.

Signature

Send this form to: Free Readers Ads, Ham Radio Today, I Golden Square, London, W1R 3AB

ENTER YOUR ADVERTISEMENT HERE:

---
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R.A.S. (NOTTINGHAM)
Radio Amateur Supplies
Tel: 0602 280287

Visit your Local Emporium
Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show

AGENTS FOR:

ACCESSORIES:

AEON
AZDEN
COM
TADJ
AJRICO
KENPRO

AERIALS: Tonna, Halbar, Jaybeam, New Diamond Range of Mobile Whips
Bring in your secondhand equipment for sale
JUST GIVE US A RING
Monday: CLOSED Tuesday - Saturday: 10am to 5pm

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1DU
Or Phone 214969

G4ZPY PADDLE KEYS
Britain's leading High Quality Hand Built Morse Key Manufacturer
Worldwide Exports. Limited Trade enquiries welcome.

PUMP (Straight) Key
Nickel on Chrome/Mahogany Base. £42.95
Nickel on Brass. Std £42.00, Deluxe £44.50
Grande Luxe. Nickel on chrome Base. £68.95
TWIN PADDLE KEY
Brass Std £46.00, Deluxe £50.50
Nickel on Brass. Std £50.00, Deluxe £55.00
Grade Luxe. Nickel on Chrome Base. £82.95
65 variations of these Keys available. Some to Order.

IAMBIC ELECTRONIC KEYER (with Auto Inter-Character Spacing) £40.00
1K PEP BALUNS 35-30 Megs £15.00
10-70 Megs £16.50, P&PUK. - KEYS £3.00
IAMBICS AND BALUNS £2.00
SAE for further details to
41 Mill Dam Lane, Burscough, Ormskirk, Lancs L40 7TG
or Phone: 0704 894299

BINDERS
FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION OF HAM RADIO TODAY
MAGAZINES
- SMART - EASY TO USE - TOP QUALITY
To A&B Readers Services, PO Box 35, Wolesely House, Wolesely Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 4BS (0442-41221)

Please supply..................................................Ham Radio Today Binders
£6.95 inc. P&PUK.
Total £...... (Please make cheques payable to A&B Ltd.)
Name
Address
Please allow 21 days for delivery

THE BEST DEAL IN AMATEUR RADIO
ALL MAJOR BRANDS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE - CALL ANY NUMBER FOR FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE.
(Arrow are AUTHORISED dealers for Hamradio, Icom, Tenma and all we sell)

GLASGOW OFFICE
Unit 17 Six Harmony Row, Govan, Glasgow C15 3AD
Tel: 041 445 3060
830-5:30 MonFri. Late til Thurs 8pm
LEICESTER
Dave Foster
178 Broome Lane, East Goscote, Leicester
Tel: 0533 608189 latest 9pm. Call by appointment
WIGAN
Jim Cook. Tel: 0942 214969
ARROW OFFER FREE FINANCE - HIRE PURCHASE - PROMPT MAIL ORDER - ACCESS/VISA CARDS

AX.25 PACKET RADIO
Andrews Computer Services Ltd
Packet & Computer Specialists

In the expanding world of data communication, Andrews Computer Services have selected the complete solution for the radio ham. It is based on the best range of computer and packet products available today. Stringent criteria of hardware and software compatibility, rf noise, connectivity, and quality have been used to build the range below.

Pac-Comm
TINY: £109.95
This is the baby of TNCs from Pac-Comm, it offers full TNC-2 compatibility - supports Net Rom & TCP/IP. This VHF Terminal Node Controller comes complete with 1.1.5 firmware, 32K RAM, TTL and Rs232 serial ports.
TNC 220 £199.00 (also available as a kit at £129.00)
The TNC 220 offers VHF and HF communications, Rs232 and TTL computer interfaces, and optional RF Tuning Display Indicator (£39.00).

Pac-Comm Personal Mailbox for Tiny-2, & 220 NOW available.

AEA
PK-232 £169.00
PK-88 £199.00
PK-232 multi-mode communications controller offers 7 modes of operation - Packet, Amor, RTTY, CW, ASCII, Weather FAX, and NAVTEX.

Disks
Because we import our disks directly from the manufacturer our prices are probably the best value available today!

Disks
3.5" DD 8MB £5.50 Box of 10
3.5" DD 8MB £9.95 Box of 10
3.5" DD 8MB £3.50 (also available as a kit at £9.95)

Disks
3.5" DDS 16MB £9.95 Box of 10
3.5" DDS 16MB £19.95 (also available as a kit at £19.95)

Disks
3.5" DDS 32MB £19.95 Box of 10
3.5" DDS 32MB £39.95 (also available as a kit at £39.95)

Disks
3.5" DDS 64MB £39.95 Box of 10
3.5" DDS 64MB £79.95 (also available as a kit at £79.95)

Call us on:
01 306 367676 (Cellphone)
Andrews Computer Services Ltd, 6 Ash Hill, Whalley, Lancs, FY2 8N.

Please mention HRT when replying to advertisements
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RETAIL NETWORK

AVON
AMDAT
THE PACKET RADIO EXPERTS
Authorised dealer for ICOM
CROFTERS, HARRY STOKE ROAD
STOKE GIFFORD, BRISTOL BS12 6GH
0272 693352/59398

BIRMINGHAM
HEWARD'S HOME STORES LTD.
(Est. 1963)
282/4 Kingstanding Rd., Birmingham B44 9RT.
Tel: 021-354 2083
G4RJM with over 40 years in The Radio Trade
Ham Equipment urgently wanted!
Open: Mon -Sat 9-6

BIRMINGHAM
RAYCOM COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
International House, 963 Wolverhampton Road, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RT.
Tel: 021 544 6767
Opening hours 9-5.30pm Late nights Thurs.-Fri
Send just £1.00 (refundable against purchase) for latest catalogue our exclusive products & used list.

BIRMINGHAM
LANCASHIRE
AMATEUR ELECTRONICS/HOLDINGS 63,L.L.
YAESU JAYBEAM IMAE. DATING BLACK STAR COUNTERS.
Etc. FT 130 EXPERT.
WARC Kit to original FT 130 MK1 & T.S.A.E. Ltd. Full Har predominance 15 mins Junction 31 M6. Free parking Call or consult G4LL with obligation. Holidays? Phone check we are open before calling.

BIRMINGHAM
LANCASHIRE
G4 DXX VIDEO ELECTRONICS
For EM1000, DRAY, WELLS, DAHA
DATONG. Logbooks, Rotators, Cable etc.
Open 9-5pm. Closed Wednesdays.
141 LANCASTER ROAD, MORECAMBE.
LANCASHIRE LA4 5OJ
PHONE (0524) 418973

BIRMINGHAM
LANCASHIRE
ELLIOTT ELECTRONICS
for the Radio Enthusiast
26-28 BRAUNSTONE GATE, LEICESTER.
TEL: 553293
Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am to 5.30pm

BIRMINGHAM
LANCASHIRE
ICOM (UK) LTD.
ELECTRONICS
Unit 8, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent
Tel: (0227) 369464
Fax: 0227 360155
Open Mon-Sat 9.5-3.00pm. Lunch 1-2.

BIRMINGHAM
LANCASHIRE
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.
Open Tues, Wed, Fri. 10am-6pm.
Saturday 10am-4pm. Other Days by Appointment.

CHESTER
FAST AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
PAMA HOUSE.
443 Wilmslow Rd., Manchester
M20 9AF
061-445 8918
061-434 5701

CHESHIRE
KENT
ICOM (UK) LTD.
ELECTRONICS
Unit 8, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent
Tel: (0227) 369464
Fax: 0227 360155
Open Mon-Sat 9.5-3.00pm. Lunch 1-2.

CHESHIRE
KENT
ICOM (UK) LTD.
ELECTRONICS
Unit 8, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent
Tel: (0227) 369464
Fax: 0227 360155
Open Mon-Sat 9.5-3.00pm. Lunch 1-2.

CHESHIRE
NEVADA
Ham Radio - CB Radio - Scanning Receivers.
Fast Mail Order Service.
Send £2 for our bumper catalogues (includes £2 voucher)

HAMPSTEAD
KENT
ICOM (UK) LTD.
ELECTRONICS
Unit 8, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent
Tel: (0227) 369464
Fax: 0227 360155
Open Mon-Sat 9.5-3.00pm. Lunch 1-2.

HAMPSHIRE
ARE COMMUNICATIONS LTD.
For Yaesu Icom and Kenwood.
Phone us for the best deals on all communication Equipment.
No. 6 Royal Parade, Hanger, Ealing, London W5.
Tel: 01-997 4476

HAMPSHIRE
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD
HIGH ST., HANDCROSS.
WEST SUSSEX.
TELE: (0444) 400786
Situated at the Southern end of M23 Easy access to M25 and South London. Open Mon-Fri 9am-5pm except Wed 9am-12.30pm. Sat 10am-4pm.

HAMPSTEAD
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD
HIGH ST., HANDCROSS.
WEST SUSSEX.
TELE: (0444) 400786
Situated at the Southern end of M23 Easy access to M25 and South London. Open Mon-Fri 9am-5pm except Wed 9am-12.30pm. Sat 10am-4pm.

HAMPSTEAD
BREDHURST ELECTRONICS LTD
HIGH ST., HANDCROSS.
WEST SUSSEX.
TELE: (0444) 400786
Situated at the Southern end of M23 Easy access to M25 and South London. Open Mon-Fri 9am-5pm except Wed 9am-12.30pm. Sat 10am-4pm.

HAMPSTEAD
Wales
SMC/TMP ELECTRONICS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS.
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD.
TEL: 0244 549863
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.

HAMPSTEAD
Wales
SMC/TMP ELECTRONICS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS.
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD.
TEL: 0244 549863
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.

HAMPSTEAD
Wales
SMC/TMP ELECTRONICS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS.
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD.
TEL: 0244 549863
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.

HAMPSTEAD
Wales
SMC/TMP ELECTRONICS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS.
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD.
TEL: 0244 549863
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.

HAMPSTEAD
Wales
SMC/TMP ELECTRONICS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS.
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD.
TEL: 0244 549863
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.

HAMPSTEAD
Wales
SMC/TMP ELECTRONICS
UNIT 27, PINFOLD WORKSHOPS.
PINFOLD LANE, BUCKLEY, CLWYD.
TEL: 0244 549863
FOR ALL YOUR AMATEUR EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES.
WHOLESALE
CB radios, aerials & accessories delivered to your shop. Contact for price list.
Parma House, 433 Wilsmalow Road, Manchester M20 9AF. only 3 min. from M56
OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2.

ACCESSORIES

RADIO AMATEUR LICENCE
Start training now for the following courses. Send for our brochure — without obligation or Telephone us on 06267 79398
HRT2
NAME
☐ Telecomms
Tech C&G271
☐ Radio Amateur Licence C&G
☐ Micro-
processor
☐ Introduction to Television
Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School, 12, Moor View Drive, Telgnmouth, Devon TQ14 8UN.

SURPLUS

PERSONALISED LEISUREWEAR
T-SHIRTS & SWEATSHIRTS
BY Interprint
MINIMUM ORDER: ONLY 12
FREE DESIGN SERVICE
Other Top Quality Personalised Products
Sports Shirts, T-Shirts, Givernets, Up
The Range, Aerial, Accessories
Handmade to order in our own factory
Interprint Dept. HAM
Coven, New Ings, Wolverhampton, West Midlands
Tel: (05882) 2703 & 2502

WE ACCEPT ACCESS AND VISA TELEPHONE BOOKINGS

GENERAL

USED AMATEUR EQUIPMENT BOUGHT, SOLD & EXCHANGED
ATU mods add top band to SEM KW etc. £650.
Call Martyn G4JSU Geefer Enterprises, 112 Leeds Road, Mirfield, West Yorks. —
Personal callers by arrangement. Tel: (0924) 495916

COPY DEADLINE FOR THE FEBRUARY ISSUE IS 22ND NOVEMBER
RING 01-437 0626 FOR DETAILS OF SERIES RATES

NATIONWIDE DELIVERY DEALERS contact us today for very fast Friendly Service, Competitive Prices, Widest Range & Latest CB Products.
Order Line: 0800 262 963 Tel: 061-445 8918 061-434 5701 061-446 2437
Fax: 061-445 0978 Tlx: 666762 PAMACO G

KITS & HOBBIES
GET READY FOR THE WINTER CONSTRUCTION SEASON WITH A NEW KIT FROM KANGA PRODUCTS

KITS FOR THE AMATEUR BUDDING AMATEUR OR THE LISTENER
R F ACTUATED SIDETONE GENERATOR £59.50
DUMMY LOAD KIT 000 WATT) £79.50
CRYSTAL MARKET KIT £99.50
FREQUENCY COUNTER/DIAL £19.95
SINGLE BAND RECEIVER £19.95
THE AIRWAVE HF TRANSEIVER £29.95
DUAL BAND RECEIVER & BOO (£39.95
(Some kits are supplied semi-complete)
Please add 85p P/P
Send a large SAE for free catalogue
KANGA PRODUCTS
3. Limes Road,
Folkestone CT19 4AU

FOR SALE
VHF ACTION RECEIVERS Specialist hand compact VHF monitor receivers for 10/11MHz band detection = 10MHz.
Hear Hams, Aircraft, Public Service, Marine, Local 2-Way and much more!
All 10/11MHz signals, Squelch, VFO's, etc. etc. £29.50 inc. p&p
Prompt dispatch from TAYLORS RADIO, EMME ROO ST.
CROOK, CO DARLHAM

AERIALS
T.A.R. COMMUNICATIONS For all Aerials & Lashing equipment.
We are famous for the G5 RV antenna and the 5, 7 & 12 element ZL.
For Retail or Mail order contact:
TAR COMMUNICATIONS
King William St., Stourbridge
W. Midlands, DY8 4EY
0384 390944

KITS & HOBBIES

SERVICE & AMATEUR EQUIPMENT BOUGHT, SOLD & EXCHANGED
ATU mods add top band to SEM KW etc. £650.
Call Martyn G4JSU Geefer Enterprises, 112 Leeds Road, Mirfield, West Yorks. —
Personal callers by arrangement. Tel: (0924) 495916

To advertise here call Mark Linacre
01-437 0699
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Giant range of CBs and accessories, contact us today for very fast, friendly service, competitive prices, widest range and latest CB products.

Tel: 061-445-8918 061-434-5701 061-446-2437
Fax: 061-445-0978 Tlx: 666762 PAMACO G

WE DELIVER NATIONWIDE - OPEN EVERY DAY, SUNDAY 10-2.
Pama House, 433 Wilmslow Road, Manchester M20 9AF

CLASSIFIED COUPON
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**YAESU FT747GX**

"ECONOMY" HF TRANSCIEVER

An HF transceiver with built-in general coverage receive. All mode, including FM as an option, for less than the price of a 2m multimode?

Offered without am or cw filters at a super discounted price of £579

**YAESU FT767GX**

HF+2m+6m+70cems

Despite being YAESU's most expensive transceiver for HF operation, it continues to outsell all other HF equipment marketed by A.R.E. All band, all mode, built-in automatic tuning unit, power supply, general coverage receiver, digital power/SWR meter, full 100w output, optional 2m/6m/70cms modules, which just plug in.

DISCOUNT PRICE: £1,369 including Free MH1BB scanning mic.

Also available with one or all VHF modules fitted at a discounted price.

---

**KENWOOD TD680S HF Transceiver**

Since our introduction of this remarkable transceiver last year, October 1987 to be precise, many of these are now in use throughout the U.K. From 160m to 10m, including the ever-popular 6m band and a General-Coverage Receiver. Price: £929.00 including MC43S microphone.

**KENWOOD TS440S HF Transceiver**

Now available once again from ARE Communications the excellent Kenwood TS440S, General Coverage Receiver 100W output between Top band and 10m. FM fitted as standard. Auto Tuning Unit optional extra. Offered at a discount price of £1,039.00 or, with ATU £1,199.00.

---

**ICOM**

**Icom IC32E Dual Band Handie**

Direct competition to the STANDARD C500, the ICOM IC32E offers excellent facilities utilising all existing ICOM accessories. Ideal for the IC2E/ O2E owner. Similar specification to the C500. Frequency range: 138-174MHz (RX only) and 440-455MHz (RX only).

Price: £389

**Icom IC3210E Dual Bander 2m/70cm**

Easy to use, easy to look at, the new Icom IC3210E. Just compare the uncluttered front panel layout with other dual banders, to see how simple it is to operate. Look at these features:
- Frequency VHF: 138 to 174MHz (RX Only)
- Frequency UHF: 400 to 470MHz (RX Only)
- 12.5/25KHz Channel spacing
- Full dual band duplex
- Stand alone repeater (For Raynet)
- Pocket beep via optional ecxs
- Programmable ecx UT40 (optional)
- Priority watch
- No duplexer required
- 20 Double spaced memory channels
- 25 Watts output on both bands
- Modified free if specified during order
- Available now at only £499.00

---

Now that Leicester is over, we can put our shop premises in London back together to display an even wider range of new and used Amateur Radio Equipment. Our direct importing from our agents in Japan guarantees you excellent prices, together with our two fully equipped workshops, offering fast turn-around on repairs.

REMEMBER! A.R.E. can also offer competitive prices on Cellular Telephones and 2-Way PMR. Why not introduce your company and receive a minimum £25 intro-bonus! Phone for details. 73 Martin GUMS

---

PHONE

01-997-4476

Opening Hours Mon/Fri 9.30 to 5.30 Saturday by appointment
Two metre transceivers that you have been waiting for

AMR 1000/S

At last, a genuinely new and highly innovative development is available in amateur radio equipment with the introduction of the Navico AMR 1000 range of transceivers. You, the radio enthusiast, now have the choice of fully featured British built equipment, plus a full range of accessories that offer the best in the world for quality, performance and value.

Navico is already known and trusted throughout the world by professionals in marine communications, where absolute reliability is vital.

Now the Navico skill and experience has been applied to the world of amateur radio, resulting in two-metre transceivers that are not just variations on existing equipment, but have been designed with the operating needs of you, the user, as a priority. The AMR 1000 and 1000S have the look, the feel, and the features that radio hams have been asking for. These include:-

- Instant access to IARU FM band plan channels - a unique Navico development
- Intelligent tone burst - another innovative "first"
- Advanced design that gives uncluttered, ergonomic ease of use and the unique reversible panel that allows for correct mounting in any location

- A choice of models that doesn’t force you to buy features you don’t need.

This quality British designed and manufactured unit is available now at prices starting from just £247.25 (inc VAT)

PRIORITY INFORMATION REQUEST
For full details send to:
Navico, Star Lane, Margate, Kent
CT9 4NP, United Kingdom
Telephone: 0843 290007

NAME
ADDRESS
TEL

The professionals in amateur radio